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Obtaining Electric Service from Your Cooperative
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and
has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified persons
are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.

How to Obtain Electric Service

Arrangements for electric service are made by contacting the electric cooperative. An
electric cooperative member (member) or the member’s authorized contractor may make a
request for temporary electric service and/or permanent electric service.
Temporary electric service is a means to provide electricity to premises for a short
duration. The temporary electric service may be used at a construction site to power
electric hand tools, or other construction equipment. The member should check with the
cooperative to determine requirements that must be met to receive temporary electric
service.
Temporary electric service or permanent electric service installations are supplied
through overhead or underground conductors. Members are encouraged to make
arrangements with the cooperative well in advance for either temporary or permanent
electric service. This will ensure that electricity will be available when needed.

Responsibility of the Cooperative and the Member
•
•
•
•

The cooperative and member will meet at the site to determine the best route for the
primary electrical facilities and secondary electrical facilities.
The cooperative and member will determine whether the primary and secondary
electrical facilities will be overhead or underground.
The cooperative and member will determine the size of the electrical service needed
to meet the immediate and future needs of the member’s electrical load.
The cooperative typically owns all meter poles and meters and therefore determines
their location, and reserves the right to have reasonable access to the member’s
premises to inspect and maintain the electrical facilities at any time.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The cooperative and member will determine if the metering point will be on a
transformer pole (if allowed by the cooperative), on a meter pole, on a meter stand,
or on the building.
The cooperative may provide the meter socket to the member or the cooperative
may require the member to purchase and provide a specific size and type of meter
socket. The member should contact the cooperative to determine the requirements
for an acceptable installation of the metering equipment.
The cooperative reserves the right to charge the member for extending overhead or
underground electrical facilities to the metering point.
The location of the service point will be determined by the cooperative. The service
point is defined as the point of connection between the facilities of the cooperative
and the premises wiring.
The cooperative is responsible for maintenance of the electrical facilities up to the
service point.
The member will obtain all necessary private right-of-way easements and permits to
extend the primary electrical facilities and secondary electrical facilities.
The member will provide a clear right-of-way for the installation and future
maintenance of the primary electrical facilities and secondary electrical facilities. The
cooperative reserves the right to determine right-of-way clearing requirements.
The member assumes the responsibility to employ the services of a qualified
electrician to ensure that persons and property are kept safe by the proper
installation of electrical equipment.
The cooperative assumes no responsibility to inspect electrical equipment on the
“load side” of the meter, nor to report or correct any insufficiencies or defects as may
be present in the member’s electrical devices and equipment.
The member should notify the proper agency to inspect the installation of the
electrical facilities prior to connection of electrical service. In some circumstances,
the cooperative is the proper agency to perform the inspection of the meter point
equipment.
The member acknowledges that the cooperative is one of several entities that may
have standards and/or codes governing the methods and materials used in the
preparation of the member’s premises for electric service from the cooperative.
Therefore the member is urged to have a qualified electrician determine any
requirements for connection of electric service before any electrical work is
performed. This step helps to avoid unnecessary delays in receiving electric service
from the cooperative and to avoid extra costs associated with redoing electrical work
if the preparation for electric service does not meet required criteria.
The member agrees that the qualified electrician used to perform the preparation
work for electric service must abide by and conform to the electrical wiring
requirements from the following resources:
1. The latest edition of the National Electrical Code.
2. The latest edition of the National Electrical Safety Code.
3. Any other applicable state, county, or local codes.
4. The specifications required by the cooperative.
The member agrees to pay for any connection fees and deposits required to bring
electricity to the premises.
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•

•
•

The member agrees to seek cooperative permission before using the cooperative’s
meter pole jointly with other conductors. If permission is granted, the member’s
overhead secondary conductors from a meter loop shall be properly guyed and
anchored.
The member agrees to seek cooperative permission before installing an outside light
on the cooperative’s meter pole. If granted, the member agrees that the member’s
security light must not interfere with overhead conductors.
The member agrees and understands that the cooperative facilities shall not be used
for satellite dishes, signs, or any other apparatus.
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Bonding Frames of Major Appliances
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and
has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified persons
are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.
Section 250.140 of the Code refers to proper bonding methods of major appliances
including electric ranges, wall-mounted ovens, counter-mounted cooking units, electric clothes
dryers as well as the outlet or junction boxes that are part of the circuits for these appliances.

Reason for 250.140

Some major appliances normally considered as 240-volt appliances actually use both
240 volts and 120 volts in its operation. An example of this is a clothes dryer that uses 240
volts for the heating coils, but 120 volts for the timer and drum motor. Another example is
a “dual fuel” combination stove/range, where you need 240 volts for the electric elements
in the oven and 120 volts for the electronic circuitry that ignites the gas burners on top. Still
another example is an older model 240-volt electric range that has a convenient 120-volt
receptacle on its working top.
If a 3-wire 240-volt circuit (consisting of 2 energized conductors and a grounded
conductor) is used in these applications — without a fourth conductor to act independently
as an equipment grounding conductor — the grounded conductor actually carries current
when the 120-volt devices are in use. Since this grounded conductor is actually attached to
the frame of the appliance, this causes a potentially unsafe condition — unless the 3-wire
branch circuit for the appliance is wired correctly.
However, by utilizing a 4-wire branch circuit, there is a dedicated grounded conductor
(neutral) as well as a dedicated equipment grounding conductor — each acting
independently — making the appliance safe for use. The neutral conductor carries the current
when the 120-volt devices are in use and is not connected to the frame of the appliance. The
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equipment grounding conductor is connected to the frame and safely carries away current if
a fault should arise — causing the circuit’s over-current protection device to open.
It is interesting to note that if purchasing a new 240-volt major appliance today — it no
longer comes supplied with a cord. The buyer has to choose whether to purchase a 3- or
4-conductor cord, which of course, depends on the type of circuit on which the appliance
will be installed.

The major appliance circuit

Please be aware that the Code doesn’t make you change your existing 3-wire branch
circuit for your major appliance to a 4-wire circuit. However, it does require you to follow
certain wiring requirements to ensure your appliance with a 3-conductor cord is safe for use.
The Code does require, however, that any new installation of a branch circuit for
your major appliance must be a 4-wire circuit, even if an appliance presently having a
3-conductor cord will be used on that circuit.
The following two examples and the following drawings explain these requirements in
more detail.
Example 1 — Using an appliance on a 4-wire circuit.
Any used or new appliance installed on a 4-wire circuit must use a 4-conductor cord.
If the used appliance already has a 3-conductor cord, the cord must be replaced with a
4-conductor cord. If it is a brand new appliance, purchase a 4-conductor cord.
When wiring the 4-conductor cord to the appliance, check to see if a ground strap or
bonding jumper exists between the neutral terminal and the appliance frame. If so, it must
be removed.
To wire the cord, fasten the green-colored grounding conductor to the appliance frame.
The black-colored conductor connects to the black terminal (L1); the red-colored conductor
connects to the red terminal (L2); and the white conductor connects to the neutral (N) terminal.
Example 2 — Using an appliance on a 3-wire circuit.
An appliance may be installed on a 3-wire circuit only if ALL of the following conditions
are met:
• The supply circuit is 120/240-volt, single phase, 3-wire or 208Y/120-volt derived from a
3-phase, 4-wire, wye-connected system.
• The grounded conductor is not smaller than 10 AWG copper or 8 AWG aluminum.
• The grounded conductor is insulated, or the grounded conductor is uninsulated and part
of a Type SE service entrance conductor cable and the branch circuit originates at the
service equipment.
• Grounding contacts of receptacles furnished as part of the appliance are bonded to the
appliance.
After ensuring that all of the above conditions for a 3-wire circuit are met, the appliance
can then be connected utilizing a 3-conductor cord. A ground strap or bonding jumper of
adequate size must be installed between the neutral (N) terminal and the appliance frame.
If the appliance already has a 3-conductor cord installed, don’t assume that this bonding
jumper is in place — check to find out.
Since a 3-conductor cord is usually not color-coded, the middle conductor is connected to
the neutral terminal. The remaining two conductors are connected to L1 and L2 respectively.
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Special Allowances
in Existing Installations Only
1φ 3w
service
Junction
box

Range
L1
L2
N

N

Type SE service entrance cable
with insulated or uninsulated
grounded neutral conductor is permitted
since the branch circuit originates at the
Service Equipment

1φ 3w
service

subpanel

Range
L1
L2
N

N

Grounding conductor
included or provided

N

•Type SE service entrance cable
with uninsulated grounded neutral
conductor is not permitted since
the branch circuit did not originate
at the Service Equipment.
• Existing 3-wire cable (SE, NM, etc.)
is permitted if neutral conductor
is insulated.
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Voltage Drop
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations
and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified
persons are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is are not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.
Everyone knows that the consumer is required to pay for the electricity supplied by the
electric cooperative that is measured at the kilowatt-hour meter. But part of that electricity
between the meter and the end location where it is to be used will get “lost” due to a
condition called voltage drop.
Voltage drop can be thought of as wasted electricity. It is simply the difference between
the voltage measurement at the source and the voltage measurement at the point of use.
Besides paying for electricity you don’t receive, voltage drop can cause other problems as
well.
Due to voltage drop caused by improperly sized circuit conductors, the operating
voltage at electrical equipment will be less than the output voltage of the power supply. This
will result in inductive loads (i.e. motors, ballasts, etc.) operating at voltages below its ratingwhich in turn can cause them to overheat — resulting in shorter equipment operating life
and increased cost, as well as inconvenience for the consumer. Under-voltage for sensitive
electronic equipment such as computers, laser printers, copy machines, etc., can cause the
equipment to lock up or suddenly power down resulting in data loss, increased cost and
possible equipment failure. Resistive loads (heaters, incandescent lighting) that operate at
under-voltages simply will not provide the expected rated power output.
In the fine print notes of Section 210.19(A)(1) and 215.2(A)(3) of the Code, it
recommends that the maximum combined voltage drop for both the feeder and branch
circuit should not exceed 5 percent. If this practice is followed, the Code says that
reasonable efficiency of operation will occur. Knowing this, what’s the minimum Code
recommended operating voltage for a load connected to a 120V source? Answer: Since
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the maximum conductor voltage drop recommended for both the feeder and branch circuit
is five percent of the voltage source, the total conductor voltage drop should not exceed
(120V x 5%) or no more than 6V less than the source. So, the operating voltage should be
no less than (120V – 6V) or 114V.

Reducing Voltage Drop

It’s not possible to have zero voltage drop — because some voltage loss is going to
occur naturally from the resistance of the conductors themselves — simply because it takes
effort (voltage) to push current through a conductor. However, the goal is to minimize the
voltage drop as much as possible.
Besides wasting electricity that you are paying for, there are other reasons to keep
voltage drop to a minimum when performing electrical wiring. These reasons include:
• System efficiency. If a circuit has much of a load, a larger conductor (that allows less
voltage drop) pays for itself many times over in energy savings alone.
• System performance. As stated before, excessive voltage drop in a circuit can cause
lights to flicker and/or burn dimly; heaters to heat poorly; and can cause overheating,
inefficiency, and shorter life span of motors.
• Troubleshooting. When one follows the Code voltage drop recommendations, the
electrician doing troubleshooting does not have to guess whether his low voltage field
measurements indicate (1) a problem or (2) that voltage drop was not accounted for
in the design.

Causes of voltage drop

There are various causes of voltage drop. One of the main causes is the conductor itself
that is being used. The following four factors determine the resistance found in a conductor:
• Type of Material from which the conductor is made – Copper conducts electricity
better than aluminum and will cause less voltage drop than aluminum for a given
length and conductor size.
• Diameter of the Conductor (size or gauge of the conductors) – Conductors
with larger diameters will result in less voltage drop than conductors with smaller
diameters of the same length.
• Conductor Length – Shorter conductors will have less voltage drop than longer
conductors for the same conductor size.
• Temperature of the Conductor – As a general rule, most conductive materials will
increase their resistance with an increase of temperature.
If you consider two more factors……..
• Current being carried by the conductor (Ampere Load) – Voltage drop increases
on a conductor with an increase in the current flowing through the conductor.
• Connections in the circuit – Poor connections in splices or when connecting
conductors to terminals contribute to voltage drop.
……….you now have all the primary conditions that cause voltage drop on a circuit.

Calculating Voltage Drop

Since we know that it is necessary to keep voltage drop to a minimum, sometimes one
may find it necessary to compute the voltage drop of an installation when the length, size
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of wire, and current of the load are known. The following formulas can be used to find the
voltage drop of an application using either copper or aluminum conductors.
For single-phase applications…………..Voltage Drop =
For three-phase applications…………...Voltage Drop =
		

2x K I L
cmil
1.732 K I L
cmil

Where
K
I
L
cmil

= ohms-cmil per ft
= current (or amperes) of load
= length of conductor in ft. (one-way)
= circular mil area of the conductor

			

What is “K” in the formulas?

K is the “electrical resistivity” of the type of conductor being used. The K value is
a constant and can be found in most physics tables that provide resistivity of various
materials. This electrical resistivity is calculated by (electrical resistance x cross-sectional
area/ longitudinal length) and is expressed as (ohms x cmil/ft) or simply (ohms-cmil/ft.)
Copper has a K value of 12.9 ohms-cmil/ft and aluminum has a K value of
21.2 ohms-cmil/ft. Other reference materials may show slightly different values, but for the
purposes of this discussion, these values are acceptable. These two values are derived
from the data found in Chapter 9, Table 8 of the Code. The K factor is found by multiplying
the conductor’s resistance (ohm/kFT) by the conductor’s circular mil area and then dividing
by 1000.

What is “cmil” in the formulas?

The circular mil or cmil is a unit of area that’s used when denoting the cross sectional
size of something circular in shape — such as a wire.
Wire size can be measured in several ways such as its diameter. We could say this
wire has a diameter of ½ inch. Calculating the area of the cross-section with the common
formula of Area = πr2 or Area = [(π)(d/2) 2] — would give us [(3.14) x (0.50 inches/2) 2] for
an answer of 0.1963 square inches. As you can see, that is an extremely small number to
work with and would be hard to express the wire size to others using this method.
Since it’s the cross-sectional area that matters most when regarding current flow, we are
better off designating wire size in terms of its cross-sectional area. So, another expression
of wire diameter called circular mils is used. The formula for calculating the circular mil area
of a circular wire is as follows:
cmil = (wire diameter in decimal inches x 1000) 2
So, to find the circular mil of any conductor is to take its diameter (expressed in
thousands of an inch), then multiply it times 1000 and then take that answer and square it.
For example, what is the area in circular mils of a ½ inch diameter conductor? To solve,
express ½ as .500, then multiply it times 1000, then take that answer and square it. (.500 x
1000) ² = 250,000 circular mils — which is commonly written as 250 MCM — where the
first M stands for 1000 and the CM stands for circular mils.
Voltage Drop
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The circular mils of various conductors can be found in most electrical wiring reference
materials and are listed in the table below — which was taken from Chapter 9, Table 8 of the
Code.
AWG or kcmil
14
12
10
8
6
4
3
2
1
1/0
2/0
3/0
4/0
250
300
350
400
500

Circular Mils
4110
6530
10380
16510
26240
41740
52660
66360
83690
105600
133100
167800
211600
250,000
300,000
350,000
400,000
500,000

Algebraic variations of the Voltage Drop formulas

Using basic algebra, you can use the two voltage drop formulas mentioned above to
find one of the other variables if you already know the voltage drop. The tables at the end of
this discussion have already done that for you and below are some examples using those
formulas. The table also shows another method of calculating — called the “resistance per
1,000 ft” method — which we won’t get into in this discussion.
Example 1 — A single-phase motor is located 250 feet from its power source and is
supplied with 10 AWG copper. The motor has a full load current draw of 24 amps. What is
the voltage drop when the motor is in operation? (Please note that for motors or continuous
loads, the total current of the load in question is at 100%, not at 125%).
Answer: Applying the single-phase formula for voltage drop, where: K = 12.9 ohms-cmil/ft
for copper; I = 24 amps; D = 250 ft; cmil for 10 AWG = 10,380 cmil. So, VD = 2 x 12.9 x 24
x 250/10,380 = 14.9 Voltage Drop
Example 2 — A three-phase, 100 ampere load rated 208V is wired to the panelboard with
80 ft lengths of #1 AWG THHN aluminum. What is the approximate voltage drop of the
feeder circuit conductors?
Answer: Applying the three-phase formula for voltage drop, where: K = 21.2 ohms-cmil/ft
for aluminum; I = 100 amps; D = 80 ft; cmil = 83,690 cmil. So, VD = 1.732 x 21.2 x 100 x
80/83,690 = 3.51 Voltage Drop
Example 3 — Find the size of copper wire needed in a single-phase application to carry a
load of 40 amperes at 240 volts a distance of 500 feet with a 2% voltage drop.
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Answer: First, calculate the total voltage drop allowed in the circuit. This is done by
(240 volts x 2%) or 4.8 Voltage Drop. Then use the single-phase formula for circular mils
where: K = 12.9 ohms-cmil/ft for copper; I = 40 amps; L = 500 ft.; and voltage drop =
4.8 volts. So, cmil = 2 x 12.9 x 40 x 500/4.8 = 107,500 cmils. Referring to above chart, we
would have to select 2/0 for the wire size, since 1/0 AWG wire has less than the cmils
needed.
Example 4 — Suppose you have a 3-phase, 18-ampere load rated 480V with 390 ft of
conductor. What size aluminum conductor will prevent the voltage drop from exceeding
3%?
Answer: First, calculate the total voltage drop allowed in the circuit. This is done by
(480 volts x 3%) or 14.4 volts. Then use the three-phase formula for circular mils where K =
21.2 ohms-cmil/ft for aluminum; I = 18 amps; L = 390 ft; and VD= 14.4. So, cmils = 1.732 x
21.2 x 18 x 390/14.4V = 17,900 cmils. Referring to above chart, we would select 6 AWG.

Voltage Drop Calculators

The Internet has some online calculators that will calculate the voltage drop and its
percentage. There are calculators at this location http://www.electrician2.com/calculators/
vd_calculator.html that will provide this information if one enters in the:
• type of material used (copper or aluminum)
• conductor size
• supply voltage and phase
• length of the run
• load amperage.
These calculators use the same K values of 12.9 and 21.2 for copper and aluminum,
respectively, as was used in this discussion.
The above website also has a minimum conductor size voltage drop calculator to help
one select the proper wire size.
The following two tables use these designations.
VD = Voltage drop (volts)
L = Length (feet) of conductor from source to load
I = Connected load current (Amperes)
cmil = conductor cross-sectional area in circular mils
R = Resistance of conductor per 1000 feet expressed in Ohms per 1000 feet.
K = Constant (12.9 for copper; 21.2 for Aluminum)
VD max = Line voltage x 0.03 (3% of line voltage)
Note: Reference Chapter 9 Table 8 of the Code for CM and R.
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Formulas for Single Phase
		

Circular Mil method

Resistance per 1000 ft. method

To calculate Voltage Drop
VD = 2 x K x I x L
VD = 2 x L x R x I
		     cmil	    1000

To determine
conductor size

cmil = 2 x K x I x L
VD

R = VD x 1000
2xLxI

To calculate length
of conductor

L = cmil x VD
2xKxI

L = VD x 1000
   2 x R x I

To calculate current
		

I = cmil x VD
2xKxL

I = VD x 1000
2xRxL

Formulas for Three Phase
		

Circular Mil method

Resistance per 1000 ft. method

To calculate voltage drop
VD = 1.732 x K x I x L
VD = 1.732 x L x R x I
cmil
1000
		     
	    
To determine
cmil = 1.732 x K x I x L	              
R =    VD x 1000  
VD
1.732 x L x I
conductor size	   
To calculate length	          
L =           cmil x VD      	             
L =    VD x 1000   
1.732 x K x I
1.732 x R x I
of conductor
To calculate current
		

Voltage Drop

              cmil x VD      	         
       
I=
I =      VD x 1000    
1.732 x K x L
1.732 x R x L
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TEMPSERV_r2.pdf

3/31/10

Drawings

8:11:01 AM

Temporary Service (Overhead)
Weatherhead
Size THHN or RHW in Conduit
30-A
#10 CU
60-A
#6 CU

5'

Rigid Conduit

1/4" Guy Wire

Meter Mounting
Height - 66"
from Centerline

PVC Conduit
Weatherproof Hub
Main Bonding Jumper
Must Be Attached

Insulated Grounded
Bushing and Locknuts
No. 6 SDBC

120 V, 20A Duplex
Receptacle with
Ground-Fault CircuitInterrupter Protection
in Weatherproof
Enclosures

5/8" x 8'
Copper-clad
Ground Rod
and Clamp
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WIRE13_r2.pdf

3/31/10

8:12:51 AM

Temporary Service (Underground)

Meter Socket
Meter Mounting
Height - 66" from Centerline
Rigid Conduit

Weatherproof enclosure
containing service
disconnect and over
current protection
device(s). Main Bonding
Jumper must be attached.
120 V, 20A Duplex
Receptacle with GroundFault Circuit-Interrupter
Protection in weatherproof
enclosure
No. 6 SDBC

5/8" x 8' Copper-clad
Ground Rod and Clamp
To Supply
Insulated Bushing
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METRPOLE_r3.pdf

3/31/10

8:48:32 AM

Meter Pole - Line Overhead / Load Underground
Meter Socket
Mounting Height 66" to centerline
PVC conduit or
Rigid (Galvanized)
Nipple with
appropriate fittings.
Main Bonding
Jumper Attached

MAIN

Note: Wires not
shown in Breaker
Panel for clarity of
grounding
requirements
Rigid (Galvanized or
Nonmetallic) conduit
with appropriate fittings.

No. 6 SDBC

Note: Insulated
Grounded Bushings
must be used when
using metallic conduit
& bonded as shown.

24"

Main Breaker Panel
Option: A lugmain panel
with up to 6 main
breakers may be used.

5/8" x 8' Copperweld
Ground Rod and
12"
Clamp

18"

24"
Approved
Direct
Burial Wire
Insulated Bushing

Capacity of Service

Rigid Conduit Size

Conductor* Size CU

100 amp

1 1/4”

(2) No. 2 THHN &
(1) No. 4 THHN

200 amp

2”

(2) No. 3/0 THHN &
(1) No. 1/0 THHN

*The neutral should not be automatically reduced two sizes. If there are no 240-volt loads, the
neutral must be the same size as the ungrounded conductors. Under the most severe conditions of
unbalance, the neutral will carry the same current as the ungrounded conductors.
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Overhead Service with Riser
Metered or Unmetered
120/240 volt 3-wire
(See next page for specifications)
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

2

10

11

12

13

14

Capacity of Service

Rigid Conduit Size

Conductor* Size CU

100 amp

2”

(2) No. 2 THHN &
(1) No. 4 THHN

200 amp

2 1/2”

(2) No. 3/0 THHN &
(1) No. 1/0 THHN

*The neutral should not be automatically reduced two sizes. If there are no 240-volt loads, the
neutral must be the same size as the ungrounded conductors. Under the most severe conditions of
unbalance, the neutral will carry the same current as the ungrounded conductors.
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Overhead Service with Riser
– Metered or unmetered –
120/240 Volt 3-Wire
(from previous page)

Notes
1. Three (3) feet of conductor must extend out of service head for connection to the
service drop conductors. The neutral conductor must be identified.
2. The service drop conductors providing electricity from the cooperative lines and the
kilowatt-hour meter are supplied and installed by the electric cooperative. All other
materials are member supplied and installed.
3. The pipe mounting wireholder must be located so that the clearance between roofing
and drip loop when formed will be at least 18 inches. A guy must be used to support
the conduit if the pipe mounting wireholder is more than 24" above the roofing.
The pipe mounting wireholder location shall also provide that the service drop
conductors meet the following minimum clearances from final grade:
• 10 feet clearance at the service entrance; at the lowest point of drip loop; at areas
accessible to pedestrians; above sidewalks.
• 12 feet clearance over residential property and driveways.
• 18 feet clearance over public roads.
4. The overhead conductors shall be sized properly.
5. All connections at the service point between service drop conductors and service
entrance conductors are made by the electric cooperative. All connections located
other than the service point between service drop conductors and service entrance
conductors are made using approved bolt-type connectors or compression-type
fittings.
6. A roof flashing must be installed.
7. 2" x 4" blocking between/across rafters should be solidly installed.
8. Only rigid galvanized conduit may be used.
9. The center of the meter base must be mounted 66 inches above grade.
10. If the service equipment is not located immediately adjacent to the entrance of these
conductors into the building, then the service disconnecting means shall be located at
a readily accessible point nearest to the entrance of these conductors, either inside or
outside the building.
11. A locknut must be installed on the top and bottom along with an insulated grounded
bushing which is bonded to the neutral.
12. No. 6 SDBC grounding conductor may be run bare or placed in 1/2" PVC conduit.
13. No. 6 SDBC grounding conductor terminates at neutral bar of Service Equipment.
14. A 5/8" x 8' copper clad ground rod with clamp shall be used and placed at least 12"
underground and 24" away from foundation.
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Overhead Service without Riser
Metered or Unmetered
120/240 volt 3-wire
(See next page for specifications)

1

3” min.

3” min.

2

3
4
5

6

7

3

8

9

10

11

12

Capacity of Service

Rigid Conduit Size

Conductor* Size CU

100 amp

1 1/4”

(2) No. 2 THHN &
(1) No. 4 THHN

200 amp

2”

(2) No. 3/0 THHN &
(1) No. 1/0 THHN

*The neutral should not be automatically reduced two sizes. If there are no 240-volt loads, the
neutral must be the same size as the ungrounded conductors. Under the most severe conditions of
unbalance, the neutral will carry the same current as the ungrounded conductors.
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Overhead Service without Riser
– Metered or unmetered –
120/240 Volt 3-Wire
(from previous page)

Notes
1. Three (3) feet of conductor must extend out of service head for connection to the
service drop conductors. The neutral conductor must be identified.
2. All connections at the service point between service drop conductors and service
entrance conductors are made by the electric cooperative. All connections located
other than the service point between service drop conductors and service entrance
conductors are made using approved bolt-type connectors or compression-type
fittings.
3. The service drop conductors providing electricity from the cooperative’s lines and the
kilowatt-hour meter are supplied and installed by the electric cooperative. All other
materials are member supplied and installed.
4. The overhead conductors shall be sized properly.
5. The screw knob insulator must be mounted so that the drip loop when formed will be
below service head. The screw knob insulator must be secured at least two inches into
a vertical stud of the building’s framework.
	   In no case shall the screw knob insulator be mounted less than 10 feet above grade.
Its mounting location shall also provide that the service drop conductors meet the
following minimum clearances from final grade:
• 10 feet clearance at the service entrance; at the lowest point of drip loop; at areas
accessible to pedestrians; above sidewalks.
• 12 feet clearance over residential property and driveways.
• 18 feet clearance over public roads.
6. Rigid conduit (aluminum or steel), intermediate metallic conduit, or Schedule 40 or 80
PVC conduit may be used. Type SE Service Entrance cable may be used in place of
conduit.
7. The center of the meter base must be mounted 66 inches above grade.
8. If the service equipment is not located immediately adjacent to the entrance of these
conductors into the building, then the service disconnecting means shall be located at
a readily accessible point nearest to the entrance of these conductors, either inside or
outside the building.
9. If using metallic conduit, a locknut must be installed on the top and bottom along with
an insulated grounded bushing which is bonded to the neutral. If PVC is used, a locknut
will be installed on top along with a plastic bushing.
10. No. 6 SDBC grounding conductor may be run bare or placed in 1/2" PVC conduit.
11. No. 6 SDBC grounding conductor terminates at the neutral bar of Service Equipment.
12. A 5/8" x 8' copper clad ground rod with clamp shall be used and placed at least 12"
underground and 24" away from foundation.
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Underground Service - Metered
Note: If the load center is not located immediately
adjacent to the entrance of these conductors, then the
service disconnecting means shall be located at a
readily accessible point nearest to the entrance of the
conductors, either inside or outside the building or
strutcture.

Grounding
Conductor
A
Neutral
must be
identified

C

B

Optional
Entrances

E

D*
F**

Bonding
Jumper

G
Conduit
Bushing

To
Line

Meter
Socket
meter
mounting
height 66"
from Centerline

18"
H, I at
least 12” underground and 24”
away from foundation

Ground wire #6
copper bare or in PVC
(attach to structure with
clamp or staple)

Item Material
A. - Screw fastener
G. - Conduit, RIGID galvanized steel or PVC
B. - Conductor (see chart)
H. - Ground rod clamp
C. - Meter socket
I. - 5/8” x 8’ Copper-clad ground rod
D. - Galvanized bonding bushing
E. - Conduit strap, galvanized
F. - Conduit locknut
* - Locknut and plastic bushing if “G” is PVC.
** - Terminal adapter if “G” is PVC.
Ungrounded Conductor
Cu

Grounded Conductor*
Cu

100 A

2

4

200 A

3/0

1/0

400 A

Contact the Local Cooperative

*The neutral should not be automatically reduced two sizes. If there are no 240-volt loads, the
neutral must be the same size as the ungrounded conductors. Under the most severe conditions of unbalance, the neutral will carry the same current as the ungrounded conductors.
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Underground Service - Unmetered

Note: Ground electrode and grounding electrode conductor required
when feeders “enter” building only. Not necessary when feeders
“leave” building.
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Agricultural Buildings
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and
has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified persons
are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.

Why Article 547?

The Code is very specific about agricultural wiring. In order to have a good
understanding what sections of the Code pertain to agricultural wiring, it is important to
know the Code’s arrangement.
According to 90.3 of the Code, the arrangement consists of an introduction and nine
chapters. The requirements noted in Chapters 1 through 4 apply to all installations. The
requirements in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 apply to special occupancies, special equipment,
or other special conditions and can supplement or modify the requirements found in
Chapters 1 through 4. Chapter 8 covers communication systems and is not subject to the
previous seven chapters except when it refers back to them. Chapter 9 contains tables.
Since Chapters 1-4 of the Code are the basic rules that apply to all electrical wiring
applications — the rules found there also pertain to agricultural wiring. Since Article
547-Agricultural Buildings is located in Chapter 5 of the Code, it simply contains additional
rules or exceptions to Chapters 1-4.

Where does Article 547 apply?

The provisions of Code Article 547 apply to the following agricultural buildings or that
part of a building or adjacent areas of similar or like nature as specified in (a) and (b) below:
(a) Agricultural buildings where excessive dust and dust with water may accumulate,
including all areas of poultry, livestock, and fish confinement systems where litter
dust or feed dust, including mineral feed particles may accumulate.
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(b) Agriculture buildings where a corrosive atmosphere exists. Such buildings include
the areas where the following conditions exists: (1) poultry and animal excrement
may cause corrosive vapors; (2) corrosive particles may combine with water; (3) the
area is damp and wet by reason of periodic washing for cleaning and sanitizing with
water and cleansing agents; (4) where similar conditions exist.
Surface Temperatures — Location of electrical equipment or devices installed in
agricultural buildings as explained in (a) and (b) above shall be so they will function at full
rating without developing surface temperatures in excess of their specified normal operating
temperature.

Wiring Methods

Note: It is a good idea to contact your insurance company — to inquire about special
requirements they may demand — when wiring an agricultural building.
1. Wiring Systems — In agricultural buildings as described in (a) and (b) above, Types
UF, NMC, copper SE cables, jacketed Type MC cable, rigid nonmetallic conduit,
liquidtight flexible nonmetallic conduit, or other cables or raceways suitable for
the location — with approved termination fittings — shall be the wiring methods
employed. Note: The wiring methods of Article 502, Part II of the Code shall be
permitted for areas described in (a) above.
2. Mounting — Cables installed are required to be secured within 8 inches of cabinets,
boxes or fittings. Nonmetallic boxes, fittings, conduit and cables shall be permitted
to be mounted directly to any building surface covered by the Agricultural Buildings
article in the Code — without maintaining the ¼” airspace required by 300.6(D) of the
Code.

Equipment Enclosures, Boxes, Conduit Bodies, and Fittings

1. Excessive Dust — All equipment enclosures, boxes, conduit bodies, and fittings
installed in areas of buildings where excessive dust may be present shall be
designed to minimize the entrance of dust. These devices shall not have any
openings (such as mounting holes) through which dust could enter the enclosure.
2. Damp or Wet Locations — In damp or wet locations, equipment enclosures, boxes,
conduit bodies and fittings shall be placed or equipped so as to prevent moisture
from entering or accumulating. In wet locations, including normally dry or damp
locations where surfaces are periodically washed or sprayed with water, boxes,
conduit bodies, and fittings shall be listed for use in wet locations and the equipment
enclosures shall be weatherproof.
3. Corrosive Atmosphere — Where wet dust, excessive moisture, corrosive gases or
vapors, or other corrosive conditions may be present, equipment enclosures, boxes,
conduit bodies, and fittings shall have corrosion resistance properties suitable for the
conditions.
4. Flexible Connections — Where necessary to employ flexible connections — dusttight
flexible connectors, liquidtight flexible metal conduit, liquidtight flexible nonmetallic
conduit, or flexible cord listed and identified for hard usage — shall be used. All
connectors and fittings used shall be listed and identified for the purpose.
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5. Physical Protection — All electrical wiring and equipment subject to physical damage
shall be protected.
6. Separate Equipment Grounding Conductor — All equipment grounding conductors
installed in Agricultural Buildings shall be a copper conductor. If installed
underground, the equipment grounding conductor shall be insulated or covered.
The intent of this is to help improve the conductor’s longevity because of the highly
corrosive locations that are typical of many farm buildings.
7. Receptacles — All 125-volt, single phase, 15- and 20-ampere general purpose
receptacles shall have ground-fault circuit-interrupter (GFCI) protection if installed
(a) in areas having an equipotential plane (b) outdoors (c) damp or wet locations
(d) dirt confinement areas for livestock.
All enclosures — housing switches including pushbuttons, relays and similar devices;
receptacles, circuit breakers, controllers and fuses — shall be suitable for the conditions
encountered as explained above.
Motors — Motors and other rotating electrical machinery shall be totally enclosed or
designed so as to minimize the entrance of dust, moisture or corrosive particles.
Luminaires — Lighting fixtures in agricultural buildings shall be installed to minimize the
entrance of dust, foreign matter, moisture and corrosive material. A suitable guard
for the lighting fixture must be used if the fixture is exposed to physical damage. If
the lighting fixture is exposed to water caused from condensation, building cleansing
water, or solution — a watertight fixture must be utilized.
Equipotential planes and bonding of equipotential planes — 547.2 of the Code
defines equipotential plane as an area where wire mesh or other conductive elements
are embedded in or placed under concrete, bonded to all metal structures and fixed
nonelectrical equipment that may become energized, and connected to the electrical
grounding system to prevent a difference in voltage from developing within the planes.
1. Where required — These equipotential planes are required in indoor confinement
areas with concrete floors and also outdoors in concrete slabs — where metallic
equipment is located that may become energized and accessible to livestock. Also
outdoors, the equipotential plane shall encompass the area where the livestock
stands while accessing metallic equipment that may become energized.
2. Bonding — Equipotential planes shall be connected to the electrical grounding
system. This bonding prevents a difference in voltage from developing between the
floor and other metal items the livestock may touch.
The bonding conductor shall be copper, insulated, covered or bare, and not smaller
than #8 AWG. The means of bonding to wire mesh or other conductive elements shall be
by pressure connectors or clamps of brass, copper, copper alloy, or an equally substantial
approved means. Slatted floors that are supported by structures that are a part of an
equipotential plane shall not require bonding.
DISTRIBUTION POINT & SITE-ISOLATING DEVICES — Many agricultural sites consist of
multiple buildings that are directly related to the overall agricultural operation. It is the intent
of 547.9 of the Code to make sure there is a means to shut off all electrical power to the
buildings on the agricultural site at a single location.
On a farmstead, for example, this single location will usually be located at the “meter
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pole.” The meter pole is the central location on the farmstead where the farmstead receives
it electrical supply from the electric cooperative supply wiring and then distributes it to all
the other farm buildings, including the house.
This meter pole location is referred to in 547.2 of the Code as the distribution point. It is
defined as an electrical supply point from which service drops, service conductors, feeders
or branch circuits to buildings or structures utilized under single management are supplied.
Other common names for the distribution point — besides being called the meter pole —
include “the center yard pole,” “common distribution point,” or “service point.” Even though
this location is called many different names, the remaining part of this discussion will use
the name “distribution point.”
Another interesting term found in 547.2 of the Code is site-isolating device — which
is defined as a disconnecting means installed at the distribution point for the purposes of
isolation, system maintenance, emergency disconnection, or connection of optional standby
systems. It is important to note that the site-isolating device must be pole mounted — as
required by 547.9(A)(2) of the Code — and as its name implies, it is an isolating switch and
is not considered to be the service disconnecting means for the agricultural premises as
explained by 547.2 of the Code Handbook.
Proper Wiring at the Distribution Point and to Buildings/Structures
Based on whether the buildings or structure receive their supply from the distribution point
overhead or underground — and where the overcurrent protection is located for those
conductors, 547.9 of the Code has some very specific requirements.
The following flow chart is a guideline to follow to install proper electric wiring at the
distribution point and to the other buildings and structures served by the distribution point.
It is assuming that all buildings on the premise are under the same single management and
that 120/240-volt, single-phase voltage is supplied.
Following the flow chart are some explanations of some grounding and bonding
requirements found in the flowchart.
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Proper Wiring at the Distribution Point and
to Agricultural Buildings (or Structures) based on 547.9 of the Code
(120/240 Volt, Single Phase)

Start Here – Ask

Are the electrical conductors bringing electricity from the
Distribution Point to the building (or structure) going to be
installed overhead or underground?

these questions for each
building (or structure).
Overhead

Underground
Is there more than one building (or
structure) on the premise?

NO
A site-isolating device is not needed at the
Distribution Point according to 547.9 (A)(1) of
the Code.

YES
Where do you plan to install the Service Disconnecting Means with
Overcurrent Protection for the conductors supplying electricity to
the building (or structure)?

Building (or Structure).

Distribution Point.

547.9 (A) & (B) of the Code apply in this situation. A pole-mounted
site-isolating device must be provided at the Distribution Point to
shut off electricity to the supply conductors that provide electricity
to the buildings (or structures). It doesn’t need overcurrent
protection since it is not considered as the Service Equipment, but it
must be bonded per 547.9(A)(4) and grounded per 547.9(A)(5).

547.9 (C) of the Code applies in this
situation. A site-isolating device is not
required since the Service Equipment at the
Distribution Point can disconnect the power
and also has overcurrent protection to protect
the feeders that provide electricity to the
building (or structure) disconnecting means.

Install a 4-wire system from the siteisolating device to the building (or structure)
disconnecting means and ground it per
250.32 of the Code.
FINISHED

Agricultural Buildings

Install a 3-wire system from the
Distribution Point to the building (or
structure) disconnecting means and
ground it per 250.24 of the Code.
FINISHED

547.9 (C) & (D) of the Code apply to this situation.
A service disconnecting means with overcurrent
protection must be installed at the Distribution Point to
control and protect the feeders that provide electricity
to the disconnecting means at the building (or
structure).

Install a 4-wire system from the
Service Equipment at the Distribution
Point to the disconnecting means of
the building (or structure) and wire it
per 250.32 and Article 225, Parts I &
II of the Code.
FINISHED

Install a 4-wire system from the service disconnecting means to the building (or structure)
disconnecting means and ground it per 250.32 & 547.9(C)) of the Code.
Note: Where livestock is housed, any portion of a direct-buried equipment grounding
conductor run to the building (or structure) shall be insulated or covered copper
according to 547.9(D) of the Code. This increases its longevity because of the corrosive
environment normally associated with livestock buildings.
FINISHED
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Explanation of Code References found in the Flowchart (based on
120/240 Volt Single Phase)
250.24

This reference is for a 3-wire system — consisting of 2 ungrounded conductors and a
grounded conductor (neutral).
• 250.24(A)(1) of the Code allows you different locations to ground the building’s
electrical system to the earth — from any accessible point from the load end of
the service drop or service lateral to and including the terminal or bus to which the
grounded service conductor is connected at the building (or structure) disconnecting
means. However, your cooperative may have a preferred location — it’s best to check
with them.
• 250.24(B) of the Code requires that the building (or structure) disconnecting means
must have the neutral terminal bar connected to the disconnecting means enclosure.
This means of connection is called the “main bonding jumper”. This main bonding
jumper shall be a wire, bus, a screw or other suitable conductor as allowed per
250.28(A) of the Code. If it is a screw, it must be green-colored as required per
250.28(B) of the Code. If the building (or structure) disconnecting means main
bonding jumper is a wire or busbar — and it is installed from the neutral terminal bar
to an equipment grounding terminal bar — the grounding electrode conductor may be
attached to the equipment grounding terminal bar as allowed per 250.24(A)(4) of the
Code.
• Any metallic conduit that contains service conductors must be bonded to the meter
case and to the building (or structure) disconnecting means as required by 250.92 of
the Code.
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250.24

Building (or structure)
Disconnecting Means

N

B

A

A

C

A A grounding electrode conductor must
connect the neutral conductor to a
grounding electrode at the:
1. Service drop, or
2. Meter enclosure, or
3. Service disconnect
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B Main Bonding Jumper
C Metal Raceways containing service

conductors must be bonded to meter
enclosures and to service enclosures
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250.32

This reference is for a 4-wire system — consisting of 2 ungrounded conductors,
a grounded conductor (neutral) and an equipment grounding conductor. A 4-wire
system is always used in the following three situations:
(1) Between the main disconnect on the premises and a building (or structure)
disconnecting means
At the main disconnect
• Both the grounded conductor (neutral) and the equipment grounding conductor of
the load side 4-wire supply going to the building (or structure) disconnecting means
are connected to the neutral terminal bar in the main disconnect. The equipment
grounding conductor may be connected to the equipment grounding terminal bar if
the main disconnect has one installed.
At the building (or structure) disconnecting means
• This disconnecting means must have an equipment grounding terminal bar installed
— which by its design — will connect to the metal enclosure.
• A main bonding jumper must not be used to connect the neutral terminal bar to the
metal enclosure.
• The neutral terminal bar must not be connected to the equipment grounding terminal
bar.
• An grounding electrode conductor connects the equipment grounding terminal bar
to the earth through a grounding electrode
• The grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the neutral
terminal bar.
• The equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the
equipment grounding terminal bar.
• When installing branch circuits in the building (or structure) disconnecting means,
connect all neutrals (grounded) conductors to the neutral terminal bar and connect
all equipment grounding conductors to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
• Use caution so that grounded conductors (neutrals) and equipment grounding
conductors within the branch circuit are not connected together at any device or
utilization equipment.
• Make sure that when installing a 240-volt branch circuit, that it is indeed a 240volt circuit and not a 120/240-volt circuit before you connect the equipment
grounding conductor to the equipment grounding terminal bar. Special color coding
requirements: If it is a 240-volt branch circuit, and you are using a 2-conductor
cable with ground (e.g., 10-2-G NM), you must recolor the white conductor as an
ungrounded conductor as required in 200.7(C)(1). If you are using a 3-conductor
cable (e.g., 10-3 NM), you must (1) strip the white conductor bare or (2) color the
exposed white insulation green or (3) mark the exposed white insulation with green
tape or green adhesive labels as required in 250.119(B)(1), (2) or (3).
(2) Between a building (or structure) disconnecting means and a subpanel located in
the same building
Example — This wiring method is used when the building (or structure) disconnecting
means has been filled to capacity but additional circuits are still needed; or when it is
more convenient to install a 2nd breaker panel on the 2nd floor of a building for the
Agricultural Buildings
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branch circuits on the 2nd floor. In these situations usually a second breaker panel
called a “subpanel” is installed. The subpanel receives its electricity from the building
(or structure) disconnecting means.
At the building (or structure) disconnecting means
• Both the grounded conductor (neutral) and the equipment grounding conductor
of the load side 4-wire supply going to the subpanel are connected to the
neutral terminal bar in the building (or structure) disconnecting means only if the
disconnecting means was supplied with a 3-wire system. If the disconnecting
means was supplied with a 4-wire system, the grounded conductor (neutral) of
the 4-wire system going to the subpanel is connected to the neutral terminal bar.
The equipment grounding conductor of the 4-wire system going to the subpanel is
connected to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
At the subpanel
• This subpanel must have an equipment grounding terminal bar installed — which by
its design — will connect to the metal enclosure.
• A main bonding jumper must not be used to connect the neutral terminal bar to the
metal enclosure.
• The neutral terminal bar must not be connected to the equipment grounding terminal
bar.
• Connection to a grounding electrode is not allowed in the subpanel.
• The grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the neutral
terminal bar.
• The equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the
equipment grounding terminal bar.
• When installing branch circuits in the building (or structure) disconnecting means,
connect all neutrals (grounded) conductors to the neutral terminal bar and connect
all equipment grounding conductors to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
• Use caution so that grounded conductors (neutrals) and equipment grounding
conductors within the branch circuit are not connected together at any device or
utilization equipment.
• Make sure that when installing a 240-volt branch circuit, that it is indeed a 240volt circuit and not a 120/240-volt circuit before you connect the equipment
grounding conductor to the equipment grounding terminal bar. Special color coding
requirements: If it is a 240-volt branch circuit, and you are using a 2-conductor
cable with ground (e.g., 10-2-G NM), you must recolor the white conductor as an
ungrounded conductor as required in 200.7(C)(1). If you are using a 3-conductor
cable (e.g., 10-3 NM), you must (1) strip the white conductor bare or (2) color the
exposed white insulation green or (3) mark the exposed white insulation with green
tape or green adhesive labels as required in 250.119(B)(1), (2) or (3).
(3) Between a building (or structure) disconnecting means and the disconnecting
means of a second building (or structure)
Example — This wiring method is used when building #2 receives its electricity from
building #1 — such as a detached garage or shed receiving its supply of electricity from
the breaker panel in the house.
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At the building (or structure) disconnecting means
• Both the grounded conductor (neutral) and the equipment grounding conductor
of the load side 4-wire supply going to the subpanel are connected to the
neutral terminal bar in the building (or structure) disconnecting means only if the
disconnecting means was supplied with a 3-wire system. If the disconnecting
means was supplied with a 4-wire system, the grounded conductor (neutral) of the
4-wire system going to the subpanel is connected to the neutral terminal bar. The
equipment grounding conductor of the 4-wire system going to the subpanel must
be same size as the largest supply conductor and is connected to the equipment
grounding terminal bar.
At the second building (or structure) disconnecting means
• This disconnecting means must have an equipment grounding terminal bar installed
— which by its design — will connect to the metal enclosure.
• A main bonding jumper must not be used to connect the neutral terminal bar to the
metal enclosure.
• The neutral terminal bar must not be connected to the equipment grounding terminal
bar.
• An grounding electrode conductor connects the equipment grounding terminal bar
to the earth through a grounding electrode
• The grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the neutral
terminal bar.
• The equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the
equipment grounding terminal bar.
• When installing branch circuits in the building (or structure) disconnecting means,
connect all neutrals (grounded) conductors to the neutral terminal bar and connect
all equipment grounding conductors to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
• Use caution so that grounded conductors (neutrals) and equipment grounding
conductors within the branch circuit are not connected together at any device or
utilization equipment.
• Make sure that when installing a 240-volt branch circuit, that it is indeed a 240volt circuit and not a 120/240-volt circuit before you connect the equipment
grounding conductor to the equipment grounding terminal bar. Special color coding
requirements: If it is a 240-volt branch circuit, and you are using a 2-conductor
cable with ground (e.g., 10-2-G NM), you must recolor the white conductor as an
ungrounded conductor as required in 200.7(C)(1). If you are using a 3-conductor
cable (e.g., 10-3 NM), you must (1) strip the white conductor bare or (2) color the
exposed white insulation green or (3) mark the exposed white insulation with green
tape or green adhesive labels as required in 250.119(B)(1), (2) or (3).
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(1) Between the Main Disconnect on the Premises
and a Building (or Structure) Disconnecting Means

Building (or structure)
Disconnecting Means
Main
Disconnect

N
N
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branch circuit
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(2) Between a Building (or Structure)
Disconnecting Means and a Subpanel
Located in the Same Building

Building
(or structure)
Disconnecting
Means

Subpanel

N
N
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(3) Between a Building (or Structure) Disconnecting
Means and the Disconnecting Means
of a Second Building (or Structure)
2nd Building
(or structure)
Disconnecting Means

Building
(or structure)
Disconnecting
Means

N
N
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547.9(A) & (B)

These two references are for agricultural buildings (or structures) receiving electricity
from a distribution point via an overhead system — when the disconnecting means
with overcurrent protection for the overhead electrical supply is located at the building
(or structure).
At the distribution point
• If two or more buildings (or structures) are on the premises, a site isolating device is
needed to shut off power to the overhead supply for emergencies, maintenance, or
connection to an alternate power source during a power outage.
• The site isolating device is not required to have overcurrent protection.
• The site isolating device shall be pole mounted and readily accessible. If not readily
accessible, it shall be capable of being remotely operated by an operating handle
installed at a readily accessible location. This operating handle — in its highest position
— shall not be more than 6ft 7in above grade or working platform.
• The site isolating device shall be permanently marked to identify it as a site-isolating
device. This marking shall be located on the operating handle or immediately adjacent
thereto.
• At the site isolating device, the grounded conductor (neutral) shall be connected to the
earth through a grounding electrode conductor.
• If the serving utility provides a site-isolating device as part of their service requirements,
an additional site-isolating device is not required.
• The site-isolating device is not considered as the service disconnecting means.
• A 4-wire overhead system is run from the distribution point to each building (or structure)
being served.
• Each grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the grounded
conductor (neutral) in the site-isolating device.
• Each equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the grounded
conductor (neutral) in the site-isolating device.
• Note: CT type metering is usually installed by the cooperative in this type of application.
At the building (or structure) disconnecting means
• This disconnecting means must have an equipment grounding terminal bar installed—
which by its design—will connect to the metal enclosure.
• A main bonding jumper must not be used to connect the neutral terminal bar to the metal
enclosure.
• The neutral terminal bar must not be connected to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
• An grounding electrode conductor connects the equipment grounding terminal bar to the
earth through a grounding electrode
• The grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the neutral
terminal bar.
• The equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the equipment
grounding terminal bar.
• When installing branch circuits in the building (or structure) disconnecting means,
connect all neutrals (grounded) conductors to the neutral terminal bar and connect all
equipment grounding conductors to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
• Use caution so that grounded conductors (neutrals) and equipment grounding
conductors within the branch circuit are not connected together at any device or
utilization equipment.
Agricultural Buildings
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• Make sure that when installing a 240-volt branch circuit, that it is indeed a 240-volt circuit
and not a 120/240-volt circuit before you connect the equipment grounding conductor
to the equipment grounding terminal bar. Special color coding requirements: If it is a
240-volt branch circuit, and you are using a 2-conductor cable with ground (e.g., 10-2G NM), you must recolor the white conductor as an ungrounded conductor as required
in 200.7(C)(1). If you are using a 3-conductor cable (e.g., 10-3 NM), you must (1) strip
the white conductor bare or (2) color the exposed white insulation green or (3) mark
the exposed white insulation with green tape or green adhesive labels as required in
250.119(B)(1), (2) or (3).
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Agricultural Buildings

547.9(C)

This references is for agricultural buildings (or structures) receiving electricity
from a distribution point via an overhead or an underground system — when the
disconnecting means with overcurrent protection for the overhead or underground
electrical supply is located at the Distribution Point.
At the distribution point
• A site-isolating device is not needed — since the service equipment (service
disconnecting means with overcurrent protection) — located at the distribution point
can shut off power to the electricity feeding the buildings (or structures).
• A service disconnecting means with overcurrent protection must be installed for each
set of feeders providing electricity to various buildings (or structures). Up to six service
disconnecting means can be installed at the distribution point.
• In the service equipment, the grounded conductor (neutral) shall be connected to the
earth through a grounding electrode conductor.
• A 4-wire system is run from the distribution point to each building (or structure) being
served.
• Each grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the grounded
conductor (neutral) in the service equipment.
• Each equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the
grounded conductor (neutral) in the service equipment. If the 4-wire supply is installed
underground to a building housing livestock, the equipment grounding conductor must
be insulated or covered copper.
• Note: CT type metering is usually installed by the cooperative in this type of application.
At the building (or structure) disconnecting means
• This disconnecting means must have an equipment grounding terminal bar installed —
which by its design — will connect to the metal enclosure.
• A main bonding jumper must not be used to connect the neutral terminal bar to the
metal enclosure.
• The neutral terminal bar must not be connected to the equipment grounding terminal
bar.
• An grounding electrode conductor connects the equipment grounding terminal bar to
the earth through a grounding electrode
• The grounded conductor (neutral) in the 4-wire supply is connected to the neutral
terminal bar.
• The equipment grounding conductor in the 4-wire supply is connected to the
equipment grounding terminal bar.
• When installing branch circuits in the building (or structure) disconnecting means,
connect all neutrals (grounded) conductors to the neutral terminal bar and connect all
equipment grounding conductors to the equipment grounding terminal bar.
• Use caution so that grounded conductors (neutrals) and equipment grounding
conductors within the branch circuit are not connected together at any device or
utilization equipment.
• Make sure that when installing a 240-volt branch circuit, that it is indeed a 240-volt
circuit and not a 120/240-volt circuit before you connect the equipment grounding
conductor to the equipment grounding terminal bar. Special color coding requirements:
If it is a 240-volt branch circuit, and you are using a 2-conductor cable with ground (e.g.,
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10-2-G NM), you must recolor the white conductor as an ungrounded conductor as
required in 200.7(C)(1). If you are using a 3-conductor cable (e.g., 10-3 NM), you must
(1) strip the white conductor bare or (2) color the exposed white insulation green or (3)
mark the exposed white insulation with green tape or green adhesive labels as required
in 250.119(B)(1), (2) or (3).
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Agricultural Buildings

Optional Standby Systems
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and
has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified persons
are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.
Whether one calls it an emergency backup system, a generator system, or a standby
system, they all do the same thing. These systems provide another source of electrical
power when the main source of electricity is experiencing a power outage.
In this discussion, we will be referring to Optional Standby Systems as discussed in
Article 702 of the Code.
Optional Standby Systems are those backup systems that are utilized when normal
power failure can cause physical discomfort, serious interruption of an industrial process,
damage to process equipment, or disruption of business — but the power failure does not
cause life threatening conditions or impose any safety hazards.
According to the Code, Optional Standby Systems consist of two types: (1) those that
are permanently installed in their entirety including prime movers, and (2) those that that
are arranged for a connection to a premises wiring system from a portable alternate power
supply.

Generator Types (automatic or manual)

Automatic engine-driven generators are permanently installed and are designed
to automatically bring on the alternate source of electric power in case of main power
failure after a predetermined amount of time has lapsed. A farm consisting of a livestock
confinement operation, for example, needs to have immediate power to keep ventilation
fans operating to keep the confined animals with a continual supply of fresh air — so they
don’t become overcome with the toxic fumes from the manure pits located underneath
the animal stalls. These automatic systems use transfer switches that bring on the backup
power automatically when the normal power goes out.
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Manual engine-driven generators — as described in 250.34 of the Code — are used
where it is not critical that an immediate backup supply of electricity is readily available.
They are usually of two types — PTO driven generators and gas engine driven generators
that are mounted on either a cradle or on wheels which can be moved manually.
If one has access to a tractor, PTO driven generators are quite handy. Depending on
size, the generator is either mounted on the tractor’s 3-point hitch or on a trailer and is
powered by the tractor’s PTO (power take-off) shaft. However, because power failures are
more frequent in adverse weather, one needs to make sure the tractor will start in cold
weather. One may want to install an engine block heater on the designated tractor — and
make sure it is plugged in during adverse weather — before the normal power actually goes
out.
Gas engine generators are usually smaller capacity generators than their PTO
counterparts — and are mounted in cradles or on carts or wheels. These types of
generators can either be manual start or electric start.

Generator Sizing

The generator should have adequate capacity to supply electricity to all equipment
intended to be operated at one time. Before purchasing a generator, decide whether the
entire dwelling/farm needs to be operated at one time or only the essentials such as a
furnace, a few lights, the well, etc.
When sizing a generator, calculate the wattage needed at any one time and purchase
a generator that is capable of supplying the amounts of watts you need. Remember when
adding up the wattages of motors, the motors may use up to six times as much wattage
when starting as compared to running. Therefore, one may need to start motors one at a
time to cut down on the total load.

Transfer Equipment Provides Safety and Generator Protection

Transfer equipment must be used with Optional Standby Systems as required by 702.6
of the Code. However, transfer equipment is not inexpensive and too often one may find
that a consumer has “cut corners” and is operating a generator without utilizing proper
transfer equipment. Is it safe? DEFINITELY NOT.
Here’s why. That same transformer at your residence, or in your neighborhood or on
your farm that “steps down” the high voltage in the cooperative distribution lines to the
usable voltage one needs to power lights and equipment — also works in reverse during
a power outage. It will take the 120 and or 240 volts from the generator and will “step up”
the voltage to the normally high voltages found every day on the cooperative’s distribution
lines. The linemen working to repair the cooperatives lines may think the lines are not
energized and are safe to work on, but in essence they have dangerous high voltage
on them because you did not use transfer equipment. You have put their lives in danger
because you did not follow the requirements of the National Electrical Code.
This should be reason enough to use transfer equipment. However, another reason
to use proper transfer equipment is to keep the cooperative voltage from entering your
generator and destroying it — when the power outage is over.
The most common type of manual transfer equipment for a 120/240 volt system is a
double-pole double-throw (DPDT) transfer switch. The double pole means there are two
conductors that can be controlled; and the double throw means these two conductors can
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be energized from two different sources. There are several types of DPDT transfer switches.
The first four options below describe how to use DPDT transfer switches.
The fifth option, however, explains a completely different way of using generator power
safely without utilizing a transfer switch.
Option 1 — One common location for a DPDT transfer switch is upstream of the main
breaker panel. If this type is used, it must have the same amperage rating as the main
disconnect — because it will handle the same load as the main disconnect. This is usually
the most expensive type of transfer equipment, however, it is usually the most desired
arrangement because the tie in of the generator at this location can power the entire
premises.
Some manufacturers make a combination indoor/outdoor transfer switch and
distribution panel — that can be used as Service Equipment. It works extremely well in
this type of arrangement and has additional circuits for outdoor applications such as air
conditioner compressors, boat docks, outbuildings, pump houses and the like.
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Option 2 — When the generator in use is not large enough to power the entire premises,
there is another method to use a transfer switch. A more economical option is to install a
DPDT transfer switch downstream from the main breaker panel — and also install a smaller
breaker panel after the transfer switch for those critical circuits one would like to have
energized in case of a power failure. In this type of arrangement the DPDT transfer switch
would only require the same amperage rating as the second breaker panel — which can be
less expensive than the first option.
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Option 3 — Some manufacturers make pre-wired transfer switches that look like small
subpanels. These devices do not require separate DPDT switches either upstream or
downstream of the main disconnect. Rather, they consist of several circuits — with each
circuit having its own individual DPDT switch.
The DPDT switch on these circuits has 3 positions — UTIL, OFF, GEN. When switching
between UTIL and GEN to start feeding power from the generator to those critical circuits, it
always passes through the OFF position. The OFF position prevents arcing or short circuits
during the transition.
These pre-wired transfer switches offer complete kits — ranging from providing dual
watt-meters for balancing generator loads, a rubber cord with nylon connectors for
generator connection, power inlet for the generator cord that can be mounted either in
the device or in an outdoor enclosure mounted on the building, and the flexible whip that
provides all the wire conductors one needs to hookup to the Main Breaker Panel.
This type of generator hookup is a cost effective way to install a DPDT transfer switch
system after the wiring of a building has been completed.
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Option 4 — Another type of transfer switch is through installing a generator interconnection
device at the electric meter location. (Note: this option requires involvement and approval of
your local electric cooperative.)
This five-inch device is a small collar installed between the electric meter and the meter
socket that allows one to easily connect a small generator during power emergencies.
With this device, one simply plugs the generator into this device. Through turning on or off
the circuit breakers at the building’s main breaker panel, one can select which circuits to
operate, based on the generator capacity.
It provides the required protection for both line crews and the generator by automatically
disconnecting a customer’s home from the cooperative distribution system when it detects
that a portable generator is plugged in and operating.
This interconnection device is designed and rated to connect directly to a standard
household electric service of 200 amps or less — and can be installed by the local electric
cooperative in less than 30 minutes. There is no need for one to be home when the device
is installed and requires no need to do any rewiring inside the house.

Option 5 — Most people equate transfer equipment with a transfer switch — and transfer
switches are probably the most common type of transfer equipment. However, one other
method of obtaining backup power — and using it safely — is through a device that is not
a transfer switch at all. Rather, it’s an interlocking device one installs on the main breaker
panel — and it still offers the required protection for both the linemen and the generator.
The interlocking device is mounted on the cover on the breaker panel. It also requires
installing a “generator” circuit breaker — that is securely mounted — in the building’s
breaker panel in the “2 & 4” location. The purpose of this generator breaker is to control the
electricity that is backfed by the generator.
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By its design, the interlocking device ensures that the main breaker that controls the
cooperative power — and the generator breaker that controls the generator power — can
both never be in the “ON” position at the same time. When the Main breaker is on, the
Generator breaker is off. When the Generator breaker is on, the Main breaker is off. This
system is allowed by 408.36(D) of the Code since it considers the generator breaker as a
“back-fed device.”
This type of installation is a good option to use when the building has already been
wired. Because it is difficult and often costly to install a DPDT transfer switch ahead of the
Main Breaker Panel and requires the disruption of service to install, the interlocking device
can be a logical alternative. Like the DPDT transfer switch installed upstream of the Main
Breaker Panel, it also allows one to operate every circuit in the building with backup power
— if the generator is able to handle the load.
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Overload Protection

The generator should be protected from overloads conditions by using overcurrent
protection on the generator itself, overcurrent protection located on the transfer equipment,
or by adding overcurrent protection during installation of the power backup circuitry. Cords
used to deliver power from the generator should be rated to handle the load and listed for
the environment.

Using Generated Power on Electronic Equipment

It is recommended that sensitive electronic equipment such as microwaves, televisions,
computers and their peripherals not be used when a portable generator is supplying
backup power. The frequency output of a generator is not always consistent and it could
cause harm to sensitive electronic equipment.

Separately Derived and Nonseparately Derived Systems

Use of portable generators is classified into two types of systems — separately derived
system and nonseparately derived system. A separately derived system is defined by the
Code as: A premises wiring system whose power is derived from a source of electric energy
or equipment other than a service. Such systems have no direct electrical connection,
including a solidly connected grounded circuit conductor, to supply conductors originating
in another system. If the generator system does not meet these qualifications, the system is
considered a nonseparately derived system.
An easy way to determine whether or not the generator is the power source of a
separately derived system is to look at the grounded conductor (neutral) connection inside
the transfer switch. If the grounded conductor is being switched along with the phase
conductors, it is a separately derived system. If the grounded conductor is not switched, but
is solidly connected, it is a nonseparately derived system.
If the generator system is utilizing an interlocking device or a pre-wired transfer switch,
the generator is the power source of a nonseparately derived system — because the
generator’s grounded conductor is solidly connected to the service’s grounded conductor.
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Steps to Determine How to Ground and Bond a Portable Generator
Step 1 — Is the generator going to be connected to a fixed wiring system or used for
portable tools?
• Fixed Wiring System. PROCEED TO STEP 2.
• Portable Tools. According to 250.34(A) of the Code, the frame of a portable generator
does not need to be connected to its own grounding electrode if the following 2
requirements are met:
1. The generator supplies only equipment mounted on the generator or cord-andplug-connected equipment (e.g., power tools such as drills, saws, etc.) through
receptacles mounted on the generator, or both AND
2. The normally non-current-carrying metal parts of equipment and the equipment
grounding conductor terminals of the receptacles are connected to the generator
frame. STOP — END OF QUESTIONS.
Step 2 — Is the generator part of a separately derived system?
• YES. According to 250.20(D); 250.30(A); 702.10(A); and the Fine Print Note (FPN) of
250.34(C) of the Code:
1. The generator frame, the generator’s equipment grounding conductors, the
generator’s grounded conductor (neutral) must be interconnected to each other
through a system bonding jumper. (Note: Many generators usually have this
system bonding jumper already installed during manufacture. However, don’t
assume — verify that it does by using a continuity checker.) If it does not, the
system bonding jumper may be installed, either at the generator or at the first
disconnecting means or overcurrent device, or any point between.
2. A grounding electrode conductor must be installed connecting the generator’s
grounded conductor (neutral) and the generator’s own grounding electrode.
According to the tenth edition of the Soares Book on Grounding and Bonding,
the grounding electrode conductor connection to the generator system must be
located at the same point where the system bonding jumper is installed.
3. If the system bonding jumper is at the generator, to obtain 120/240 volts, a
4-conductor cord or cable must be utilized between the generator and transfer
equipment. If the system bonding jumper is downstream from the generator, a
3-conductor cord or cable may be utilized from the generator to the location of the
system bonding jumper. Then a 4-conductor wiring system must be utilized after
that point.
4. A sign needs to be placed at the Service Equipment that indicating the type and
location of optional standby power sources. STOP — END OF QUESTIONS.
• NO. According to 702.8(B) and (702.10(B), this means:
1. The generator’s neutral must be kept separate from the generator frame and the
generator’s equipment grounding conductors through the removal of the system
bonding jumper.
2. An extra grounding electrode at the generator is prohibited. This is because the
generator system’s neutral is grounded through the connection to the neutral of
the premises wiring system.
3. To obtain 120/240 volts, a 4-conductor cord or cable must be utilized between the
generator and transfer equipment.
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4. A sign needs to be placed at the Service Equipment that indicates the type and
location of optional standby power sources.
5. A sign needs to be placed at the Service Equipment that indicates the electrode
connection for both the service and for the generator is located in the Service
Equipment enclosure. STOP — END OF QUESTIONS.
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Grounding & Bonding — Why it is done
And How to Install Properly
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and
has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified persons
are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.
A home’s electrical Service Equipment is a critical component of the home’s electrical
wiring system. Not only does it have to be sized properly to carry the electrical load, but
it has to be installed properly. In addition, all of the home’s branch circuits and feeders
— along with various metallic systems found within the home — have to be connected
properly back to the Service Equipment in order to safeguard the occupants of the home.
This discussion identifies what constitutes the Service Equipment; what grounding is;
the various types of grounding electrodes, the systems that have to be bonded, and a
thorough discussion on why bonding is performed.
For this discussion, we will be referring to a residential home, where a 120/240-volt
single phase 200 amp electrical supply from a cooperative transformer is delivered
to the home via either overhead or underground conductors. At the home, a meter
base is mounted outside and a 200 Amp Main Breaker Panel is located immediately
adjacent inside the home.

SERVICE EQUIPMENT

The Code defines Service Equipment as the necessary equipment, usually consisting of
a circuit breaker(s) or switch(es) and fuse(s) and their accessories, connected to the load
end of service conductors to a building or other structure or an otherwise designated area,
and intended to constitute the main control and cutoff of the supply.
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In our example, the Service Equipment for the home is the 200 Amp Main Breaker
Panel. However, if this 200 Amp Main Breaker Panel can’t be immediately installed on the
other side of the wall from the meter base, the electric cooperative may require a 200 Amp
Main Disconnect be installed immediately after the meter base. (Note: The authority having
jurisdiction — in many cases that is the electric cooperative — will determine what the length
of run can be between meter base and the Main Breaker Panel before a Main Disconnect is
needed. The Code does not specify this length.) See exhibits 1 & 2.
If a Main Disconnect is installed, the electrician would also need to install inside the
home a 200 Amp Lug Main Panel (“Lug Main” means without a Main Breaker). In this type
of arrangement — the Service Equipment would consist of just the Main Disconnect — and
not include the lug main breaker panel inside the home.
It is interesting to note that even though the meter base is usually installed when the
Service Equipment is installed — the Code does not recognize it as part of the Service
Equipment according to 230.66.
Also, when installing conduit between the meter base and the Service Equipment, nonmetallic conduit is preferred over metal. The reason is simple. The neutral terminal in the
meter base is by design connected to the metal enclosure of the meter base — and the
neutral conductor is bonded to the metal enclosure of the Service Equipment. So, when
one use metallic conduit between the meter base and the Service Equipment, any neutral
current between the meter base and the Service Equipment is being shared by both the
neutral conductor and the metallic conduit — because in essence — they are in parallel.
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Grounding & Bonding

GROUNDING AND BONDING

“Grounding” and “bonding” are important elements of a building’s electrical wiring
system. They each have different functions, but they work together to make the building’s
electrical wiring safe.
The Code defines “grounding” as the connecting to ground or to a conductive body that
extends the ground connection — and the Code defines “ground” as the earth. Basically,
grounding is connecting to the earth. The Code defines “bonded” or “bonding” as
connected (connecting) to establish electrical continuity and conductivity.
Let’s examine these two important integral parts of electric wiring closer in detail.
Grounding
In our home example, a typical electrical installation will require the electrician to
connect the house’s wiring to the earth. This practice is called “grounding” and it is done
to limit the voltage imposed by lightning, line surges, or unintentional contact with
higher-voltage lines and to stabilize the voltage to earth during normal operation as
documented by 250.4(A)(1) of the Code.
Grounding is necessary to prevent fires starting from a surface arc within the home. If
the outdoor wiring supplying the home should be struck by lightning, proper grounding by
the electrician directs that voltage into the earth where it dissipates.
Because 250.26 of the Code requires the neutral conductor of a single-phase, 3-wire
system to be grounded, in our example, the electrician will normally use a bare copper wire
to connect the neutral conductor (often called the grounded conductor) to a grounding
electrode that has direct contact with the earth.
Location of the Grounding Connection
Each premises wiring system supplied by a grounded ac service shall have a grounding
electrode conductor connected to the grounded service conductor — at each service —
according to 250.24(A) of the Code. Basically, this is saying each building that is served
electricity shall have its service connected to the earth.
250.24(A)(1) of the Code allows this grounding connection (earth connection) to be at
various locations. It says the grounding electrode conductor connection shall be made at
any accessible point from the load end of the service drop or service lateral to and including
the terminal or bus to which the grounded service conductor is connected at the service
disconnecting means. See exhibit 3.
Please note that the Code does not indicate that a meter base enclosure is not an
accessible location for terminating a grounding electrode conductor. These enclosures are
sometimes viewed this way because of the seal that the cooperative puts on them to place
a legal jurisdiction over the unmetered conductors contained in the enclosure.
However, any way you look at this connection location, it is still accessible (by definition)
to workers and others, by legal means. In other words, just notify the cooperative and
access can be granted beyond the seal. Besides, this earthing connection is made in
the meter base before it is energized and before the seal or lock is installed. Some local
jurisdictions may not permit the connection to be made in the meter base enclosure, but
that is not the intent of the Code — the Code does allow it.
Here is a suggestion. If one would always make the earth connection in the Service
Equipment, it would always be according to Code. And it would always be easily accessible
to an insurance agent/electrical inspectors inspecting the electrical wiring, and to electricians
troubleshooting future grounding issues if they arise. However, it is stressed that the best
procedure is to verify with the electric cooperative where they want the earth connection.
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At load end
of service drop

Exhibit 3
Connection to earth can
be at three locations.

In accessible
meter enclosure

Service Equipment

In service
disconnecting
means
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Grounding Electrodes
Because grounding electrodes are absolutely essential to direct dangerous high
voltages to the earth, 250.50 of the Code requires several different items of a building to
serve as grounding electrodes. Building a system of electrodes adds a level of reliability —
and helps ensure system performance over a long period of time — instead of relying on a
single grounding electrode to perform its function over the life of an electrical installation.
All of the following 7 electrodes that are present at a building shall be bonded together
to form the entire grounding system:
1. Metal underground water pipe (including any well casing bonded to the pipe)
• Pipe has to be in direct contact with the earth for 10 feet or more
• Metal can be steel, iron, cast iron, stainless steel
• Code doesn’t define whether the water piping is for potable water, fire protection
sprinkler system, irrigation, etc. — so all of these different water systems have to
be used as grounding electrodes
• Interior metal water piping located more than 5 feet from the point of entrance to
the building shall not be used as part of the grounding electrode system — or
as an conductor to interconnect other electrodes that are part of the grounding
electrode system.
• Continuity of the grounding path shall not rely on water meters or filtering devices
or similar equipment according to 250.53(D)(1) of the Code. Bonding jumpers shall
be connected around meters, filtering devices and similar equipment.
• If metal underground water pipe is used as the sole grounding electrode system,
according to 250.53(D)(2) of the Code, it has to be supplemented with other
grounding electrodes as listed in this section. The reason for this is based on the
possibility of using a plastic water pipe in the future when the original metal water
piping fails — leaving the electrical system without any grounding electrode. The
supplemental electrode can be connected to any of the following:
Grounding electrode conductor
Grounded service conductor
Metal service raceway
Metal service enclosure
2. Metal frame of the building
• Frame has to be in direct contact with the earth for 10 feet or more
• Frame must be connected to an acceptable electrode; or other approved means of
establishing connection to earth
3. Concrete-encased electrode
	   Note: This electrode is commonly referred to as the “Ufer ground”; and concreteencased is referring to the electrode being part of the building’s footing or foundation.
According to the Code Handbook…If a concrete-encased electrode is not present at
a building, it is not required that one be installed. An exception does exempt buildings
where access to a concrete encased electrode would involve some type of demolition
or similar activity that would disturb the existing construction. Because the installation
of the footings and foundation is one of the first elements of a construction project
and in most cases has long been completed by the time electric service in installed,
this rule necessitates an awareness and coordinated effort on the part of designers
and the construction trades in making sure that the concrete encased electrode is
incorporated into the grounding electrode system.
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4.

5.

6.
7.

This electrode must be:
• Encased by at least 2” of concrete
• Located horizontally near the bottom of the concrete encasement or installed
vertically
• A #4 AWG or larger bare copper conductor at least 20 feet in length OR a
reinforcing rod not less than ½” in diameter made of bare, zinc galvanized or other
electrically conductive coated steel material at least 20 feet in length. This 20 ft
measurement can be accomplished by bonding reinforcing rods together with the
usual steel tie wires or other means like welding.
Ground Ring
• Must encircle the building
• Must have 20 feet in contact with the earth
• Must be bare copper not smaller than #2 AWG
• Must be buried not less than 30 inches — according to 250.53(F) of the Code
Rod and Pipe Electrodes
• Must not be less than 8 feet in length
• 8 feet of this electrode must be in contact with earth
• Diameter and material
not smaller than ¾ inch if of pipe or conduit material and outer surface must be
galvanized or otherwise metal-coated for corrosion protection
not smaller than 5/8 inch if of stainless steel and copper or zinc coated steel
not smaller than ½ inch if of stainless steel and copper or zinc coated steel and is
listed
Other listed electrodes
Plate electrodes
• 2 square feet of surface must be exposed to earth
• Must be installed at least 30 inches deep
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Exhibit 4
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If none of these 7 types of grounding electrodes exist, then one or more of the following
grounding electrodes must be installed and used (see descriptions above):
• Bare Copper Ground Ring
• Rod and pipe electrodes
• Other listed electrodes
• Plate electrodes
• Other local metal underground systems or structures (e.g., underground metal
storage tank, metal well casings not bonded to metal water pipe)
• It is important to note that metal underground gas piping systems are not
permitted for use as grounding electrodes according to 250.52(B) of the Code.
The connection of grounding electrodes to the grounded conductor can be performed in
three ways as shown in exhibit 5.
1) Grounding electrode conductors can run individually from the grounded conductor
directly to a grounding electrode.
2) A grounding electrode conductor can run from the grounded conductor to a
grounding electrode. Then from that point on, bonding jumpers can be used to
connect other grounding electrodes in a daisy chain fashion.
3) A combination of (1) and (2).
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From Grounding to Bonding
Grounding and bonding work together with each other to make a building’s electrical
wiring safe. Once the electrician has completed the connection of the grounded conductor
to the earth, the focus now moves from the concept of grounding to bonding. This transition
is started through use of a device called the Main Bonding Jumper.
250.24(B) of the Code requires the electrician to connect the grounded service
conductor to the metal enclosure of the Service Equipment and to the equipment grounding
terminal bar within the Service Equipment. This connection can be accomplished through
various types of Main Bonding Jumpers — including a wire, bus, screw, or similar suitable
conductor.
If the Main Bonding Jumper is a screw, the screw head shall be green-colored according
to 250.28(B) of the Code. (Note: If the Main Bonding Jumper is a wire or busbar, 250.24(A)
(4) allows the grounding electrode conductor to connect to the equipment grounding
terminal bar — instead of to the neutral terminal bar.)
Once grounding has been performed and the Main Bonding Jumper has been
connected — the grounded conductor (neutral) — which is attached to the neutral terminal
bar in the Service Equipment — is also now connected to the:
• earth
• metal enclosure of the Service Equipment
• grounding electrode conductor
• equipment grounding terminal bar of the Service Equipment
This next statement is critical. In order for the electrical wiring in the home to

be safe, this is the only location in the entire wiring of the home — and
in other buildings and structures supplied by this Service Equipment —
where the grounded conductor (neutral) can be connected to the other 4
components listed above. From this point on — when working with branch circuits

or feeders supplied from the Service Equipment — all neutral conductors have to be kept
separate from:
• all equipment grounding conductors and the metallic parts of branch circuits
• metallic enclosures, equipment grounding conductors, and grounding electrode
conductors of downstream disconnecting means
Exhibits 6 & 8 show approved wiring methods and exhibits 7 & 9 show violations.
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Exhibit 6
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Bonding:
Once the electrician has completed grounding of the Service Equipment and the
attachment of the Main Bonding Jumper within the Service Equipment, it’s time to perform
another critical step in the house’s electrical wiring. As the electrician installs the branch
circuits in the house, focus is now concentrated on making sure that the metal components
in all of the branch circuits are connected to the metal enclosure of the Service Equipment
— an act called “bonding”.
Bonding is accomplished when the electrician connects equipment grounding
conductors to the equipment grounding terminal bar in the Service Equipment and to the
grounding terminals on electrical devices and electrical boxes. If the electrician is using
metal raceways and metal boxes to install conductors — the electrician can also use the
metal raceway conduit as the equipment grounding conductor, but great care needs to be
taken when using this method. Connections at each conduit joint and box must use proper
equipment and methods to ensure a solid connection has been made.
When installed correctly, here is a way to visualize what proper bonding does. Imagine
taking one lead of a continuity tester and touch a metal component of one circuit (box,
enclosure, conduit, locknut, appliance frame, etc.,) — and then take the other (extremely
long!) lead anywhere in the building and touch a similar metal component used either in
the same circuit or in a different electrical circuit. If bonding was properly performed, the
continuity tester would show continuity between the two places being touched. Basically, all
metal components have become “one unit.”
That’s why — even when one is using plastic switch boxes and plastic switch covers for
installing switches — the electrician is required to use switches with a grounding terminal
and conductors that include an equipment grounding conductor. Because of the possibility
of a metal switch cover being used some day, the electrician once again has to ensure
that the metal cover has a conductive path back to all metallic parts of its circuit and other
circuits and the metal enclosure of the Service Equipment.
You may be wondering if one is using equipment “grounding” conductors and
connecting to “grounding” terminals, then why isn’t this considered an act of grounding?
It’s a great question. The best way to answer it is to say it’s really both bonding and
grounding. Grounding and bonding happen simultaneously during the installation of an
electrical system and branch circuits. They work hand in hand in order to make it safe.
The Code describes bonding as connecting to establish electrical continuity and
conductivity — and describes grounding as connecting directly to ground (earth) or to a
conductive body that extends the ground connection. Let’s see how they work together.
Consider the example where one connects an equipment grounding conductor in a nonmetallic Romex cable to the grounding terminal of a 120-volt duplex receptacle. One can
see that bonding is accomplished — because if an appliance is plugged into the receptacle,
the green conductor in the 3-conductor appliance cord is now connecting the appliance
frame to all other metal parts of this circuit and to metal parts of other circuits.
However, grounding is also accomplished in this example—because the equipment
grounding conductor is acting as “the conductive body that extends the earth connection.”
In essence, connecting the equipment grounding conductor to the green terminal of the
duplex receptacle has satisfied both the Code requirements of bonding and grounding.
In fact, in the Fine Print Note #1 under the Code definition of “Grounding Conductor,
Equipment (EGC)”—it states: It is recognized that the equipment grounding conductor also
performs bonding.
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Other Systems to Bond
Because other non-electrical metallic parts may accidentally become energized, 250.104
of the Code requires that anything electrically conductive — such as water piping systems,
gas piping systems*, air duct systems, communication systems, lightning protection
systems, exposed structural steel members — that are likely to become energized must
also be bonded to the service equipment. The phrase “likely to become energized” is
subject to interpretation by the authority having jurisdiction over an electrical installation
project. This Code section also allows the equipment grounding conductor for the circuit
that is likely to energize the piping to be permitted to serve as the bonding means — and
requires that the points of attachment of the bonding jumper(s) be accessible.
* Due to problems experienced from bonding CSST (corrugated stainless steel
tubing) gas systems as presently required by the Code, the best approach at this
time is to verify what the local authority having jurisdiction is requiring regarding
bonding CSST gas piping. It is anticipated that the next update of the Code will
address these problems.
Why do we perform Bonding?
Because the metal enclosure of the Service Equipment is already connected to earth,
bonding — in essence — also connects all metal parts of circuits and other metallic
systems to the earth. But connecting to the earth is not the purpose of bonding. Bonding is
performed to protect people from deadly fault current.
A ground-fault occurs when a metal part is energized that shouldn’t be. According
to the tenth edition of the Soares Book on Grounding and Bonding, a ground fault is an
unintentional, electrically conducting connection between an ungrounded (energized)
conductor of an electrical circuit and the normally non-current-carrying conductors, metallic
enclosures, metallic raceways, metallic equipment, or earth.
This metal part may be the metal normally found in an electrical circuit — such as boxes,
conduit, metal switch or receptacle covers, or the frame of an appliance. However, it may also
be metal not found in an electrical circuit — such as air ducts, faucets, network cabling, etc.
Not only does the metal part have dangerous voltage on it from the ground-fault, it also
has deadly fault current. The only safe way to get rid of this dangerous voltage and the
resulting fault current — before someone makes contact with the metallic part — is to open
the overcurrent protection devices in that circuit (trip a breaker or blow a fuse). To make
the overcurrent protection devices respond to a ground-fault, there has to be an effective
ground-fault current path from the ground fault to the electrical supply source.
Effective Ground-Fault Current Path from the Ground-Fault:
According to 250.2 of the Code, an effective ground-fault current path is an intentionally
constructed, low-impedance electrically conductive path designed and intended to carry
current under ground-fault conditions from the point of the ground-fault on a wiring system
to the electrical supply source and that facilitates the operation of the overcurrent protective
device or ground-fault detectors on high-impedance systems.
(As a quick review, opposition to current in an AC circuit is called “impedance”. A low
impedance path then is a path that offers little opposition to current flow — whether it is
normal current or fault current.)
The electrician accomplished this effective, permanent and low-impedance path when
all the metallic parts were bonded together and also bonded to the Service Equipment!
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However, there is a catch. This low impedance path is only as good as its “weakest link”.
To provide adequate safety, the effective ground-fault current path has 3 requirements
according to 250.4(A)(5) of the Code. This path has to be
• electrically continuous
• able to safely conduct any fault current likely to be imposed on it
• enable the operation of the circuit-protective devices.
That’s why every connection in a circuit is critical. This ground-fault path goes through
boxes, conduits, wiring, pull boxes, and locknuts, etc. It only takes one poor connection
such as a loose screw in a terminal bar or a loose wire nut or a loose locknut to break a link
in the fault current chain.
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INCORRECTLY WIRED

DANGER

If this metal pole becomes energized, the
grounding electrode connection shown
here may not facilitate the operation of the
circuit’s overcurrent protection device and
the pole could remain energized. The earth
is not considered on effective ground-fault
current path.

Exhibit 10

CORRECTLY WIRED
An equipment grounding conductor
must be included with the circuit
conductors in order to carry fault
current back to the electrical source to
facilitate the operation of the circuit’s
overcurrent protection device.

Equipment Grounding
Conductor
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Fault Current Returns to the Electrical Supply Source
Contrary to popular thinking, fault current does not try to go to the earth. Fault current
returns to its electrical supply source. That is why it was mentioned earlier that bonding is
not done to connect metal parts to the earth. The fault current is trying to get back to the XO
terminal of the transformer.
Metallic parts of electrical equipment that are only in contact with the earth — and not
physically connected to the electrical supply source — may not provide a low impedance
fault current path to clear ground faults. In other words, electrical equipment only connected
to the earth may not blow a fuse or trip a breaker in case of a ground-fault and could remain
energized!
In fact, in 250.4(A)(5) and 250.4(B)(4), the Code prohibits using the earth as the effective
ground fault current path. For this reason, one cannot install a metal pole light outdoors
and then connect a piece of bare copper from it to a ground rod — and think it is a safe
condition — because it is not safe. Without establishing an electrically conductive path back
to the electrical source to conduct safely away any fault current that might occur, that well
intended electrical installation is endangering lives!
Summation of Grounding and Bonding
Grounding is the physical connection of building’s grounded service conductor to the
ground (earth) for the purpose of limiting any voltage caused by lightning, line surges,
or unintentional contact with higher voltage lines. Grounding is not done in order to clear
ground-faults.
Bonding is the intentional creation of an electrically conductive low impedance path of
all metal parts of a circuit back to the circuit’s electrical source. Bonding is done in order to
clear ground- faults through the quick opening of overcurrent protective devices.
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Manufactured Buildings, Manufactured
Homes, and Mobile Homes
The technical information provided herein is to assist qualified persons in planning and
installing electric service to farms and residences. Qualified person is defined in Article
100 of the National Electrical Code (2008 edition) as one who has the skills and knowledge
related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and
has received safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved. Qualified persons
are encouraged to review the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E-2004,
Standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, for electrical safety training requirements.
A person who is not qualified should not attempt the planning and installation of
electric service.
Your electric cooperative and its officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any and
all liability for any personal injury, property damage or other damages of any kind, whether
special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the
publication, use or reliance on the material contained in the following specifications. No
warranties are made, whether express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein.
Note: Any reference to “Code” or “Code Handbook” in the following information refers to
the 2008 National Electrical Code and the NEC 2008 Handbook respectively.

Identifying a Manufactured Building, a Manufactured Home,
and a Mobile Home

When performing electrical wiring for a manufactured building, a manufactured home,
and a mobile home, it is important to recognize their differences. The problem one may
encounter is that agencies often use different terminology when talking about these
structures.
For example, in 550.2 of the Code, it makes the comment “For the purpose of this Code
and unless otherwise indicated, the term “mobile home” includes “manufactured homes.”
However, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) — which
regulates the standards for both of these structures — does just the opposite — it uses the
term “manufactured home” for both. And then to make things a little more complicated —
people who live in mobile homes want to say they live in a manufactured home — since that
is more “politically correct.”
All of these inconsistencies can lead to confusion — and cause one to wonder which
structure is being referenced when one hears the term “manufactured building” or
“manufactured home” or “mobile home.” This data sheet is going to attempt to remove
some of the confusion.
The Code definitions for each structure are below in italics — followed by comments to
help one understand the kind of structure being talked about:
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Manufactured Building — 545.2 of the Code defines a manufactured building as any
building that is of closed construction and is made or assembled in manufacturing facilities
on or off the building site for installation, or for assembly and installation on the building site,
other than manufactured homes, mobile homes, park trailers, or recreational vehicles.
• often called a modular home or factory-built home or prefab home
• come from the factory in completed sections including sheet-rocked walls, hardwood
floors, kitchen cabinets hung, appliances in place, fully furnished bathrooms — even the
siding and the window shutters are pre-hung. At the building site, these house sections
are lifted onto the foundation by a crane where they are permanently anchored.
• contractor hooks up water and electricity, adds any decks or patios, builds the garage,
and completes the inside finish work
• must conform to the building codes for the locations where they are erected.
• consists of the closed construction type which means that all concealed parts of
processes of manufacture cannot be inspected without disassembly, damage, or
destruction.
• finished walls are either already coated with a primer allowing the owner to choose the
final paint color or may be the finished color.
• can be single- or two-story
• The following comments are from the Regulation of Factory Built Structures in Illinois:
This type of unit is called a “manufactured housing unit” or “modular dwelling” or
“modular home” and is defined as “a building assembly or system of building subassemblies, designed for habitation as a dwelling for one or more persons, including
the necessary electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilating and other service systems,
which is of closed or open construction and which is made or assembled by a
manufacturer, on or off the building site, for installation, or assembly and installation,
on the building site, with a permanent foundation.” A permanent foundation means a
closed perimeter formation consisting of materials such as concrete or concrete block
which extends into the ground below the frost line.
These types of units may be either panelized (floor, wall and roof panels are assembled
at the final site) or sectional (the home is shipped as a box-like configuration).
Each modular dwelling unit in Illinois shall bear an Illinois seal (see sample below)
unless the unit bears a seal from a state which has a reciprocity agreement with this
State — and the approved inspection agency must also place a label of approval on
the finished unit and provide a copy of the inspection report of the structure to the
manufacturer.
1. The seal and label shall be placed on the unit before it is shipped from the plant.
A code compliance certificate is required for all units manufactured or offered for
sale or rent for location in Illinois.
2. The Illinois seal and the label of the approved inspection agency that inspected the
structure shall be placed on the electrical panel box of the modular dwelling unit.
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Seal No.

17400

Compliance Cert. No._______
Manufacturer:_______________
Date Manufactured:_______________
Model:_______________________________
Manufacturer’s Serial No.:____________
Department Plan Approval No._________
Design Live Loads:
Roof:_______________PSF
Floor:______________ PSF
Design Wired Load:___________________PSF
Seismic Zone:___________________________
The manufacturer of the factory
built structure certifies that this
unit complies with the Illinois
Manufactured Housing and
Mobile Home Safety Act and
rules promulgated by the
Illinois Department of
Public Health.
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Manufactured Home — 550.2 of the Code defines a manufactured home as a structure,
transportable, in one or more sections, that in the traveling mode is 8 body-ft or more in
width or 40 body-ft in length, or when erected on site, is 320 ft squared or more and that
is built on a permanent chassis and designed to be used as a dwelling, with or without a
permanent foundation, when connected therein. The term “manufactured home” includes
any structure that meets all the provisions of this paragraph except the size requirements and
with respect to the manufacturer voluntarily files a certification by the regulatory agency, and
except that such term does not include any self-propelled recreational vehicle. Calculations
used to determine the number of square feet in a structure are based on the structure’s
exterior dimensions, measured at the largest horizontal projections when erected on site.
These dimensions include all expandable rooms, cabinets, and other projections containing
interior space but do not include bay windows. For the purpose of this “Code” and unless
otherwise indicated, the term “mobile home” includes manufactured homes.
• built in a factory on a non-removable steel chassis
• sections are transported to the building site on their own wheels
• wheels can be removed but the chassis stays in place
• multi-part manufactured units are joined at their destination.
• not always placed on a permanent foundation
• sometimes referred to as a “double wide”
• often called “HUD homes” since the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) establishes the construction standards — rather than to building codes at their
final destination
• building inspectors check the work done locally (utility hook up, etc.) but are not required
to approve the structure
• See section below entitled Labels Required for Manufactured Homes and Mobile Homes
Mobile Home — 550.2 of the Code defines a mobile home as a factory-assembled structure
or structures transportable in one or more sections that are built on a permanent chassis
and designed to be used as a dwelling without a permanent foundation where connected to
the required facilities and that include the plumbing, heating, air-conditioning, and electrical
systems contained therein. For the purpose of this Code and unless otherwise indicated, the
term “mobile home” includes manufactured homes.
• mobile homes are just that — they are structures that are mobile
• distinguishable by their own set of “wheels” — although HUD requires these and the
hitch to be removed once at final location
• commonly referred to as “trailers” by the older generation — although this term is
not politically correct anymore. Starting to be referred to more and more often as
manufactured homes
• not placed on a permanent foundation — rather the perimeter of the mobile home has a
skirting
• See section below entitled Labels Required for Manufactured Homes and Mobile Homes
			
Labels Required for Manufactured Homes and Mobile Homes
The Certification Label — also know as a HUD tag, HUD label, or HUD seal — is a red
metal plate that is affixed to the outside of the manufactured home and a mobile home. It is
located near the floor level — at the end opposite the towing hitch. HUD requirements state,
“The label shall be approximately 2 in. by 4 in. in size and shall be permanently attached to
Manufactured Buildings, Manufactured Homes, and Mobile Homes
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the manufactured home by means of 4 blind rivets, drive screws, or other means that render
it difficult to remove without defacing it. The label number shall be etched or stamped with
a 3 letter designation which identifies the production inspection primary inspection agency,
and which the Sectary shall assign. Each label shall be marked with a 6 digit number which
the label supplier shall furnish. The labels shall be stamped with numbers sequentially.”
(See sample of Certification Label below.)

AS EVIDENCED BY THIS LABEL NO.
THE MANUFACTURER CERTIFIES TO THE BEST OF THE
MANUFACTURER’S KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF THAT THIS
MANUFACTURED HOME HAS BEEN INSPECTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND IS CONSTRUCTED
IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE FEDERAL MANUFACTURED
HOME CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY STANDARDS IN EFFECT
ON THE DATE OF MANUFACTURE. SEE DATA PLATE.

The HUD Data Plate — sometimes
called the Manufacturer’s Data Plate
— is a paper label affixed inside the
manufactured and mobile home
and is located in a kitchen cabinet,
an electrical panel, or a bedroom
closet. The Data Plate will contain the
following information: (a) the name
and address of the manufacturing
plant in which the home was
manufactured, (b) the serial numbers
and model designation, and the date
the unit was manufactured, (c) a
statement which references that the
home was built in accordance to the
Manufactured Home Construction
and Safety Standards, (d) a list of
the certification label number(s), (e)
a list of factory-installed equipment,
including the manufacturer’s name
and the model designation of each
appliance, (f) a reference to the Roof
Load Zone and Wind Zone Load to
which the home was designed, (h) and
the name of the agency that approved
the design. (See sample on the side.)
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What does the Code say about electrical wiring requirements?

The Code requirements for manufactured buildings are covered under Article 545
entitled Manufactured Buildings. The Code requirements for both manufactured homes and
mobile homes are covered under Article 550 entitled Mobile Homes, Manufactured Homes,
and Mobile Home Parks.

How is electricity supplied to …
…a manufactured building? — Manufactured buildings have the same Service Equipment
requirements as a stick-built home. According to 545.7 of the Code (which refers to 230.70
of the Code) the building’s service disconnecting means shall be installed at a readily
accessible location either outside of the building or inside nearest the point of entrance of
the service conductors. Service disconnecting means cannot be installed in bathrooms.
…a manufactured home? — Manufacturers are putting Main Breaker Panels — acting as
the Service Equipment — in the manufactured home during the manufacturing process.
550.32(B) of the Code will allow this practice if certain conditions are met. The conditions
include:
• the manufacturer shall include in its written installation instructions information
indicating that the home shall be secured in place by an anchoring system or installed
on and secured to a permanent foundation
• installation of the service shall comply with proper Code requirements
• means shall be provided for the connection of a grounding electrode conductor to the
service equipment and routing it outside the structure
• bonding and grounding shall comply with proper Code requirements
• the manufacturer shall include in its written installation instructions one method of
grounding the service equipment at the installation site — and also state that other
methods of grounding are required per Code as found in Article 250
• the minimum size grounding electrode conductor shall be specified in the instructions
• a red warning label shall be mounted on or adjacent to the service equipment. The
label shall state the following all in capital letters: “WARNING — DO NOT PROVIDE
ELECTRICAL POWER UNTIL THE GROUNDING ELECTRODE(S) IS INSTALLED AND
CONNECTED (SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS). These instructions are provided
by the manufacturer.
If the manufactured home does not meet these conditions specifically mentioned in
550.32(B) of the Code, the Service Equipment for the manufactured home must be
connected as if the home is a mobile home.
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terminal bar and equipment
grounding terminal bar.
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…to a mobile home? — Note: Even though the Code allows properly rated power cords to
supply electricity to a mobile home (because many older mobile homes still exist with power
cords), the following discussion pertains to mobile homes with permanently installed wiring
methods.
For proper wiring to a mobile home, the following four items must be considered:
1. The Service Equipment — this is the Main shutoff for the electricity supply to the
mobile home; and the point where the electric cooperative’s conductors connect to the
member’s equipment. The kilowatt hour meter is usually located just before the Service
Equipment.
2. The Distribution Panelboard inside the mobile home — this is where circuit breakers
control the branch circuits for lights, heat, and power circuits of the mobile home. Often
referred to as the circuit breaker panel.
3. The Feeder Assembly — this consists of the conductors between the Service
Equipment and the Distribution Panelboard
4. Other Accessories — these are provisions for other outside electrical equipment.
1. The Service Equipment (according to 550.32(A) and (C) of the Code):
• is not allowed to be attached to or installed in a mobile home
• must be must be located in sight from and not more than 30 feet away from the mobile
home
• must be grounded to a grounding electrode in agreement with 250.32 of the Code
• must be rated at not less than 100 amperes at 120/240 volts
To satisfy these requirements for the Service Equipment, the mobile home owner will
either install a meter pole or meter pedestal — at a location agreed to by the local
cooperative. Depending on which is installed, the electric cooperative will bring electricity
via either overhead conductors or underground conductors to this location.
Note: The Service Equipment can be located elsewhere on the premises as long as a
Disconnecting Means suitable for Use as Service Equipment is located within sight from
and not more than 30 feet away from the mobile home — and is rated not less than the
Service Equipment.
   The reason the Disconnecting Means must be suitable for Use as Service Equipment
is because this designation means the neutral terminal bar is not permanently bonded
to the metallic case by the factory. Because only at the Service Equipment can the
grounded conductor (neutral) be connected to the metallic case — which in turn
connects to the grounding electrode conductor that connects to the grounding electrode
in contact with the earth — means must be provided at this Disconnecting Means to
keep the grounded circuit conductor (neutral) isolated from the case.
   A 4-wire feeder must be installed from the Service Equipment to this Disconnecting
Means. However, there is an exception: If a 3-wire feeder is already in place — according
to the Exception listed under 550.33(A)(2) of the Code, the existing 3-wire feeder
will meet Code requirements. This exception is allowed only if none of the following
conditions exist. If one of these conditions exist, a 4-wire feeder is still required.
• an equipment grounding conductor has not been run with the feeders from the
Service Equipment to the Disconnecting Means
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• there are no continuous metallic paths bonded between the grounding system of the
Service Equipment and the grounding system of the Disconnecting Means
• ground-fault protection has not been installed on the supply side of the feeder
2. The Distribution Panelboard inside the Mobile Home (according to 550.11(A) &
550.16 of the Code)
• must be located in an accessible location; and shall not be located in a bathroom or
clothes closet
• must have a main breaker or fuses plainly marked “MAIN”
• shall be rated for the calculated load
• must have an isolated neutral terminal bar. The grounded conductor (neutral) from the
Feeder Assembly and all grounded conductors of branch circuits will connect to this
isolated neutral terminal bar
• must have a equipment grounding terminal bar bonded to the enclosure. The
equipment grounding conductor from the Feeder Assembly system and all equipment
grounding conductors from branch circuits will be connected to this grounding
terminal bar
• must not have a main bonding jumper installed between the neutral terminal bar and
the equipment grounding bar.
• must have a bonding conductor between the equipment grounding bar of the
Distribution Panelboard and accessible terminals on the metal chassis of the mobile
home. Any metallic piping of the mobile home shall also be bonded to the metal
chassis of the mobile home.
3. The Feeder Assembly (according to 550.2, 550.10(I), & 550.33, & 250.32(B) of the
Code)
• is defined as the overhead or under-chassis feeder conductors, including the
grounding electrode conductor, together with the necessary fittings and equipment
designed for the purpose of delivering energy from the source of electrical supply to
the Distribution Panelboard within the mobile home
• will consist of 4 insulated, color-coded conductors that shall be identified by the
factory or field marking of the conductors in compliance with 310.12 of the Code.
Equipment grounding conductors shall not be identified by stripping the insulation.
• is recognized as feeders — which means the mobile home shall its own grounding
electrode or grounding electrode system
• shall be rated for not less than the loads being supplied; and not less than 100
amperes
• can be routed overhead from the Service Equipment to the mobile home. The mast at
both the Service Equipment location and at the Mobile Home location must contain
four continuous, insulated, color-coded conductors — one of which must be an
equipment grounding conductor
• can be routed underground from the Service Equipment to the underside of mobile
home. With this method, a metal raceway or non-metallic conduit must be installed
from the Distribution Panelboard in the mobile home to the underside of the mobile
home. This raceway must have provisions for attaching to a suitable junction box
or fitting that will attach to the raceway on the underside of the mobile home that
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is carrying the feeders from the Service Equipment. Note: This raceway provides a
means to install the feeder conductors to the mobile home Distribution Panelboard
without damaging the interior finish. The manufacturer of the mobile home is required
to provide written instructions stating the proper feeder conductor sizes for the raceway
and the size of the junction box to be used.
4. Other Accessories (according to 550.32(D) & (E) of the Code)
• means for connecting a mobile home accessory building or structure or additional
electrical equipment located outside a mobile home by a fixed wiring method shall
be provided in either the mobile home Service Equipment or the local external
Disconnecting Means allowed in 550.32(A) of the Code
• additional receptacles shall be permitted for connection of electrical equipment
located outside the mobile home — and all such 125-volt, single-phase, 15- and
20-ampere receptacles shall be GFCI protected
• all outdoor mobile home disconnecting means shall be installed so the bottom of the
enclosure containing the disconnecting means is not less than 2 feet above finished
grade or working platform
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Mobile Home with Service Equipment
at either the Meter Pole or Pedestal
Either an overhead or
underground type
service is acceptable to
feed the mobile home.

4

1

3

5

2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Pole or pedestal service equipment shall be within 30 ft. of the mobile home
Service grounding electrode.
Feeder assembly, consisting of four insulated conductors.
Distribution panel located in mobile home.
Mobile home chassis and distribution panel must be grounded.

Mobile Home with Service Equipment Remotely
Located plus a Disconnecting Means
Either an overhead or underground type
service is acceptable to feed the
disconnecting means and mobile home

6

2

1

4

3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.

5

Service equipment is remotely located.
Disconnecting means shall be within 30 ft. of the mobile home.
Both the service equipment and disconnecting means will have a grounding system.
Feeder conductors shall have 4 wires.
Feeder assembly, consisting of four insulated conductors.
Distribution panel located in mobile home.
Mobile home chassis and distribution panel must be grounded.
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MINIMUM COVER REQUIREMENTS
0 to 600 Volts, Nominal, Burial in Inches

Type of Wiring Method or Circuit

Direct Burial
Cables or
Conductors
24

Rigid Metal
Conduit or
Intermediate
Metal Conduit
6

Nonmetallic
Raceways Listed
for Direct Burial
without Concrete
Encasement or
Other Approved
Raceways
18

Residential
Branch Circuits
Rated 120 Volts
or Less with
GFCI
Protection and
Maximum
Overcurrent
Protections of
20 Amperes
12

Circuits for
Control of
Irrigation and
Landscape
Lighting
Limited to Not
More than 30
Volts and
Installed with
Type UF or in
other Identified
Cable or
Raceway
6

Location of Wiring
Method or Circuit
All locations not specified
below
In trench below 2-inch
18
6
12
6
6
thick concrete or
equivalent
Under minimum of 4-inch
18
4
4
6 (direct burial)
6
thick concrete exterior
slab with no vehicular
4 (in raceway)
traffic and the slab
extending not less than 6
inches beyond the
underground installation
Under streets, highways,
24
24
24
24
24
roads, alleys, driveways,
and parking lots
One- and two-family
18
18
18
12
18
dwelling driveways and
outdoor parking areas that
are used only for
dwelling-related purposes
Note: This table was developed from Table 300.5 of the Code where information for other Wiring Methods not listed
above can be found. Revised for the 2008 Code, 300.5 B of the Code now contains definitive language defining the inside
of all raceways and enclosures installed underground as wet locations. All conductors installed in these raceways must be
approved for wet locations as listed in 310.8(C) of the Code.
1. Cover is defined as the shortest distant in inches measured between a point on the top surface of any direct-buried
conductor, cable, conduit or other raceway and the top surface of finished grade, concrete, or similar cover.
2. Raceways approved for burial only where concrete encased shall require concrete envelope not less than 2 inches thick.
3. Lesser depths shall be permitted where cables and conductors rise for terminations or splices or where access is
otherwise required.
4. Where one of the wiring methods listed in Columns 1-3 is used for the circuit types in Columns 4 & 5, the shallowest
depth of burial shall be permitted.
5. Where solid rock prevents compliance with the cover depths specified in this table, the wiring shall be installed in metal
or non-metallic raceway permitted for direct burial. The raceways shall be covered by a minimum of 2 inches of
concrete extending down to rock.

Minimum Cover Requirements
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